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· Chapter I 

Introductory 

It is generally admitted to-day that, the earliest people in the Orient who 
enjoyed the benefits of the abacus, to say nothing of the Hindoos who only had 
access to the blessings of its most primitive type, were the Chinese. 

However, as to when or how the abacus originated in China, there is no 
universally accepted theory, the Han period theory, the Sung period theory, the 
Yuan pei·iod theory, the Ming period theory and the Ch 'ing period theory being 
held by several writers. 
I. The Han period theory 

Those who hold the Han period theory are ; 
a .. Shingen TAKEDA m;J33.!l'.5c, the author of the Shingen Sampo ll'.5c.1t (1844) ; 
b. Goichi SAWADA y~;133:g:-, the author of the NijJpon Sugaku-slzi-kowa 13 7-fs::1& 

~4£1::~~ (Discourse on th_e History of Japanese Mathematics) (1927) ; 
c. Shflichir6 YOSHIOKA sffli.l{~-i!B, the author of the Kan-ji to Kan no Soroban ~* t: ~0)-~ (Tl1e Ban Ideographs ·and the Abacus of the Han Dynasty) 

in the Jokyil Sugak~ l:*&:!t&fJ (The Advanced Mathematics) 7-11 (1936); 
d. Yoemon YAMAZAKI rl!!ll~:W:ti#rfi:F~, the present writer, in his Chugoku 

Soroban Oboegaki i:p~J-~'1:il (Notes on the Chinese Abacus) (1954), also 
definitely holds that the Chinese, as early as in the Han period, were already 
in the possession of the abacus. 
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The ground on which the advocates of the Han theory stand is the account 
in the Shu-shu-chi-i ;11&11W"fc\ii. 

This work was compiled toward the end of the Han period by Hsu Yo 1fRffi 
and annotated by CHEN Luan J®E:I of the Latter Chou period. Hsu Yo is said to 
have studied calendars under Lru Hung JU~ during the reign _of Emperor Lrno-ti 
~W (168-188) of the Han dynasty. The text of this book offers the following 
passage as the answer of ]\,faster Tien-mu ;R. §I when Lru Hung visited him and 
inquired of him as to the subject of mathematics. 

%1:S, jf,ifrf§H:1j!LJ, n~~;f:m, nf¾~~~' ic'l:fJ&~rmE, A-fl:n, A-:::t:z=iJ A-Wj{I, 
A-=~,A-1i~A-A#,A~ft'§,A-~:n,A-7~,A-~aA-~~ 
A-fit:n, ;it-~:n, ;it-tt:n 
"M-y rp.aster said "As for the methods which Lr Shou ~1:1 expounded, they are 
so many that I have forgotten them. I now remember only a few. One of 

· them is T'ai-i :;tz:i ; one of them, Liang-i m{I; one of them, San-ts'ai =~ ; one 
of them, Wu-hsing ]iff ; one of them, · Pa-kua Ai~ ; one of them, Chiu-kung 
JL 'g ; one of them, Yun-suan ~- ; one of them, Liao-chih 7 ~O ; one of them, 
Cheng-shu ~£&: ; one of them, Pa-t'ou :j:B;~ ; one of them, Kuei-suan ~fffi:n ; one 
of them, Chu-suan ~- (abacus calculation) ; and one of them Chi-suan Jt •. " 
Thus he mentions 14 methods of calculation. Among them is one entitled Chu
suan ~- (abacus calculation) and the Notes·on the text alone reads ~-, :j:'£g1i1/~ 
g:ga~, ~¥l=~ (Abacus calculation controls all four seasons and covers the three 
orders-heaven, earth and rrien.) 

This would make it impossible to understand the construction of the cal
culative instrument. But CHEN Luan Jli'-l comments on it as follows:-

~AA~=~, ALT=~, ~~m~, ~00-~, ~~-~' ~*]i~, L-~~T~~ 
13311, ALY31l5Z~'i§' (1i.), ATlm~, ~:%~-, ~Tlm~J5MJ.i, ~:rs:~1i1/ng~, A~f 
~ 1J~ =jyz ~, Ml :ii:*~~=~ ill 
"A ,wooden board is carved into three compartments; the two compartments, 
the top and the bottom contain mobile beads, arid the middle compartment is 
used for determining the order of the numbers. Five beads can be put i~ each 
column; the beads in the top compartment and those in the bottom compart
ment are differently colored. The top bead differently colored designates five 
and each bead in the bottom represents one. The middle compartment is full 
when occupied by four beads which represent one. Hence the expression 
~i/1/~lma'if-literally, to control all four seasons. And the mobile beads are 
placed in the middle of the three compartments ; hence the expression *~fl=~ 
-literally, to cover the three orders-heaven,. earth and man." 

From this explanation in the book, an abacus of a proto-type of the present
day abacus is observed. 

(Note. CHEN Luan i®ifl, in the middle of the 6th century, annotated Chiu-
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chang j1~, Sun-t.2:}i tl+, Wu-ts'ao :Jiff, Chang Ch'iu-chien 5:&li:~, Hsia-hou 

Yang Ji~~' Chou-pi ji5]ff and Wu-ching :Ji*~ Shu-shu:..chi-i ~1frj~:1J!. Only 
on the strength of these Notes of his1 the works came to be first recognized 
as authentic writings.) 

Should this b_e accepted without reserve, there· could be no doubt -whatever 
in dating the abacus from the Han period. However, there is a view which 
questions the genuineness of the book Shu-shu-chi-i ~q;1rrfc:1J!. 

Dr. Yoshio MIKAMI :=:J:~~' in his Shina-shiso sz»~}[I,~ (Chinese Thought) 
Kagaku, Sugaku, 1934, remarks " The text by Hsu Yo f~-lir is an extremely 
brief one; and, seeing that the CHEN Luan Wz:~ goes too far to defend the text, 
i~ might be suspected that CHEN Luan wrote this book under Hsu. Yo's 
name. That CHEN Luan contributed much toward the defence of Buddhism 
is recorded in the Fo-tsu-li-tai-t'ung-tsai {i;tj;jffil~f\till!t\G (The General History of 
Buddhism in China, by Nien-ch'ang i~ in Yuan dynasty). Existence of 
such a Buddhist phrase as k.yana 1rJm (moment) in the book would suggest its 
relation to Buddhism.". There exists a theory which rejects the Shu.:.shu-chi-i as 
a counterfeit. However, it would not be much mistaken to date the book some
where around CHEN Luan's time. Even rejected as a counterfeit and a later 
work, the work representing various methods of denoting numbers would be 
worth serious conside1~ation. 

Dr. Akira HIRAYAMA. 2frll!f, in his remarks on Warizan-sho i:iJ:J:t: (Book on 
Division), 1954, says : "That the book Shu-shu-chi-i ~q;jtr!cititself is riot free from 
suspicion." I here by put on record by reprinting a passage which Mr. Hisashi 
SAssA {&:-'-< !A, Chief of the Miyagi Prefectural Library, has kindly forwarded me, 
-'-a passage quoted from under the item Tzu in the Ch'in-ting-sst1-k'u-ch'ilan-shu

chien-ming-mu-lu i_x!E IZ9~~lU~ 00 !§I lJ~ :-
111rrtft!i3Ji ( Shu-shu-chi-i, in one volume) 

ti*~~~-/Effl~~fi!rl ~~tt, ~IPf~~~<, J¥ r=J=i J:ifi ii:1 tt~ ~~1-t$W. ~ f--W:~Mif, tt#~ 
pfi~~' ti§ffe.&~fp, :f~IE!nllft-~i,~~1f, Jl:b:t:~tot~, mHt(fEElift, ~5fHWB!A, M6s-:r~ 
)2,( fi~* ~ 
"According to the title, the original is by Hsu Yo of the Han period, and the· 
Notes by CHEN Luan !®r:W of the Pei-Chou ~tm period. The Sui-shu ri~-e
fails to include it. · Stat~ment in its Prefac~ contradicts most histories and bio
graphies so far as the names and times are co~cerned. Neither do the Notes 
offer any original interpretation. It is suspected as a counterfeit book. Even 
since the T'ang period this book has been included in the lists of the publishers 
until the work has assumed this title, probably due to solicitation. At any rate 
it has been circulated for such a long time. For this reason, it is recorded here 
for the reference of that school." At the beginning, the book is represented as 
the Shu-shu-chi-i 1frr~fi3:ti, but most copies extant to-day are entitled ' Shu-shu-
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chi-i ~ 1J!tnE,:ri '. The statement as to the names .and times does not agree with 
those given in the histories and biographies. Besides, the Notes do not give any 
original. interpretation, either. So it may be suspected as a counterfeit work. 
Among the mathematical works imported into Japan during the Nara ~Bt 
period, an account of the Shu-shu-chi-i ~filtr~it occurs, but the book mentioned 
there may not be of the same one as the present. The Sstt-k'u-ch'uan-shu-tsung-mu 
JZY}]l[-:&•tr&H~I dwells at considerable lengtl;l. on proving it as a counterfeit. 

In China, the Suan-:-hsueh-tz'tt-tien ji£~11Wf:1ttl- (1939) compiled by TuAN Yii
huo ~n¥ and CHOU Yiian-jui ,@Jjcf#it contains the following passage. 

JijJWtc\illt-#ii, ~ tt m~~i&ffi, ;1 tm wztta:, {**t&mz 1tt~11vi .:P 1ifd±1, iir,fiHi¥ti~ 
~11:t•, 'lllinifi!U}ffi$, /IIf:if~tt~, {i!JlA16, IZYJ]l[~lHl!t F-1, ~1£!?JAPftW, tj16 
:oNitli-:t\ 4'-t!J :fJ~ •*~ +• 9=l 
"The Shu-shu-chi-i 1t'i(1ilc]fe,:i:g, complete in one volume. The title is chosen by 
Hsu Yo :fit&, and annotated by CHEN Luan WJ[fl of the Pei-Chou ;Jtfi!rl period, 
but PAO Han-chih J.qfilWfZ 9f the Sung period includes it in his Tao-tsang fil¼f; 
the Sui-shu-ching-chi-chih ~~-f~fi~ does not cite this book, while both the Chiu
t'ang-shu-ching-chi-chih 1!Yn!!f•t~ff$ .and the T'ang-shu-i-wen-chih ff!:T-ii=~X~ men
tion this title. The Sstt-k'u-ch'uan-shu-tsung-mu RY)!l[~iUI&l 8 calls it a work by 
some T'ang author, but falsely published under Hsu ·yo's name. It is now 
included in the Suan-ching-shih-shu -J~+• ". It is th11s suspected in China. 

01i. the other hand, Dr.. Y oshio MIKAMI ~J:~:K in his Shina Sugaku no Toku
shoku ~JBmt~.10)~.13 (Characteristics of Chinese Mathematics), Toyo Gakuho 
Ji~}¥,~.!¥~, Vol. XV, No. 4, 1926, remarks: "The method of abacus calculation 
represented in the Shu-shu-chi-i £¼:1Jff!cii: is of the same principle as those practised 
in Greece and Rome, and was probably introduced from the West." Further
more, Dr. Kinnosuke OGURA ,J,k3IzZW1, in his Sugakzt-shiKe1ikyu £tr~.Et:JitB'E, Pt. 
1, ( 1935), says " The view that holds the abacus was first introduced from Rome 
to China (subsequently from there to Japan), (though lacking evidential material) 
is probably an adequate inference.". Mr. LI Yen ${Ji, in his Chung-suan-shih-lun
ts'ung .:p.5!:fffil~ (A Paper on the History of Chinese Mathematics), Pt. 4 
(1955), states:-

{Htttli-~1Jftrtc\Ji:JW+-ffiiL~-, ~F~P;f~JfiuJ~J5.Jr7FZ.tt, !zg;f:i!Ji}:~tc, "WYE.§fil?i]:it ", 
ffe.lJAa~ J:j§?£~, § fr:\j)F}&, mHi-1Emt1Jftric:t!P.Jrtlt, ~flWIDI#.AJ5.JrJll1ft§jJi 
HQnly what Hsu Yo 1*-ffi calls chu-suan ~- (bead-calculation) in the Shu~shu-chi-i 
Jttt1)jt]~E:illt is ~ot what Ko Shang-chien ;f,TiJf~J~ indicates as suan-p'an -~ (abacus). 
For Ko definitely writes WYE.ttllliil:it (In the beginning of this book is shown 
a figure of an abacus). So the time was not" much prior to the invent~on of the 
abacus. And what Hsu Yo gives in the Shu-shu-chi-i was probably somewhat 
similar to one the vV esterners used.'' 

The present writer Yoemon YAMAZAKI, in my Chugoku Soroban Oboegaki 
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i:p wm •§-:Ji!'::ff (Notes on the Chinese Abacus), writes as follows : " In view of the 

fact that the abacus appeared 30 or 40 centuries B.C. in an early civilized com

munity in Mesopotamia, and introduced through ancient civilized countries 

such as Egypt, Greece and Rome, it enjoyed extensive use in the various me

diaeval countries, the view that holds that China was the sole inventor of the 

abacus could not be accepted unconditionally. 

" Studying the construction of the abacus represented in the said, Shu-slzu

chi-i N&:111fftl:i!, this writer is convinced that the Chinese abacus was either intro

duced from Rome or was closely related with the Roman. 

"It is said that the introduction of the abacus to China dates from the Han 

period.. I wish to explain here my position based on these two points of view ". 

I said, " In the closest correlation of the economic structure which is the founda

tion of society, the ideology built upon this foundation, and the skill which is the 

bulwark of industrial proq.uction which constitutes the nucleus of the economic 

c;:onstruction of community, how the abacus ·grew and developed through the 

respective historic periods and what was the type of development it assumed

from these points of view I have conducted my investigation, and have come to 

the .following conclusion. The grooved Roman abacus was first introduced to 

China, and then, after much remodelling in Oriental fashiC?n, to Ja pan. The 

abacus imported. to China from Rome was extremely crude and much credit is 

due to the Chinese people who remodelled the simple abacus into the Chinese 

style abacus-the direct mother type of the .Japanese abacus. I would by no 

means grudge due praise to their meritorious achievement." This summarizes 

what I then said in my "Notes on the Chinese Abacus." 

2. The Sung period theory 

Those who favor this theory are: 

a. Tsune HosHINO £!'f'['.l[: Soroban no Denrai •§0),f_:rJ;t:3!~ (The Introduction 

of the Abacus), 1893, Shigaku <,asshi .E!::~fft~ 4-44. 
b. Yoshio MIKAMI .=:J:~~; Kuk'lj, ni tsukite fLfLvc.&t~-C (On the Reckoning

Rhymes), 1921, Toyo Gakuho *r-¥:~¥~, · 11-1 ; Shina Sagaku no Tokushoku 

:szJ~ft~O)~{s (The Characteristics of Chinese Mathematics), Toyo Gaku

ho l:r-¥:~£~, 15-4 ;. Tozai Sugaku-shi *gj~jlEe, (History of Mathematics 

in the East and West). 

c. D. E. SMITH: History of Mathematics, 1925. 

d. CH'IEN Pao-ts'ung &;-_ijg.~: Ku-suan-k'ao-yiian tt•~tl: (Study of Ancient 

Mathematics), 1930. 

e. Fusakichi 0RIHARA ~)J}'{iJls: Soroban no Enkaku -t0vi'/vO)fB$ (De

velopment of the Abacus). Chugai Shogyo Shimpo i:p:9~fflj*5FMR (Commercial 

Daily News) March 15 and 17, 1931, issues. 
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f. Sasaki ENno ~§{6:./-7 :j: : Soroban Raireki-ko -~:3/~~~, IRJ*mi! (Study of 
the Introduction of the Abacus, and Supplement.) 1931-36, Shigaku £t: 
~' June, 1931 ; July 1936. 
The foundation of the Sung period· theory consists in the following facts:

(i) In the Suan-hsueh-yiian-liu -~Mmlm (Origin of Mathematics) in the Suan-
fa-t'ung-tsung -~~* (Preface, 1592) by CH'ENG Ta-i (Ssu-fu) mA1ftO!!lii) 
are mentioned the titles of the mathematical books previous to this book ; 
and among those published since Yuan-feng jc_ll~ (1078-1085), Shao-hsing 
ir-B~ (1131-1162), and Ch'un-hsi ttlm (1178-1189) in Sung dynasty, there 
occur such.titles as P'an-chu-chi ~*~ and Tsou:.p'an-chi 5:E~~- Therefore, 
the book is considered to represent the time of the appearance of the abacus 
by (a) and (b) among others. 

(ii) Under the item Suan-fa-t'ung-tsung -~mtE* in the Ssu-k'u-ch'uan-shu
tsung-mu IZ9 )jj[½•ff,~ 1§ (Bk. 101) this passage occurs :-
*•z~, frsJl~fiWJtltt, ffi.rJ ⇒t~EAfz, ~J5Jr~~4-~Jt 1'1-JX~~i~~jj'~)Ii* 
~W, ~~*A=*affiB~-~*z~ ~~~~ff~*~ 
"The name chu-suan *•-abacus mathematics-is for the first time intro-
duced, with the notes by CHEN Luan Chou-pi WE:tlffeJl.$. According to it, 
the system aln;ady existed in the North-Ch'i ⇒t~ period. However, it was 
considerably different from the modern. MEI Wen-ting rm:xfffi says it first 
rose in the earlier days of the Ming period. He did not know the existence 
of the San,..chu-hsi-yu =*f_H!- and the existence of the Suan-p'an-chu -~ * (Abacus beads). The practice became extremely popular in the Sung 
period." . Some stand on this ground; (a) for instance. 

(iii) On account of the explanatory notes on the words Chung, suan-p'an
chih-chung -~Z q:i ( Centre of the abacus) used in the Suan-ching JUgf by 
HsrnH Ch'a-wei ~t~1Jl!.z of the Sung period, some ascribe the abacus to the 
Sung period ; (a) for instance. 

(iv) Those who do so on account of the appearance of the Kuei-ch'u-ko
chueh II~~Wc (Division-Rhymes) ; for instance, (e), though he assigns it 
to the end of the Sung period or at the beginning of the Ming period, or 
(d). 

(v) Those who hold that the Chinese abacus w~s .invented probably by 
adopting the Hindoo-style abacus and adjusting it, referring to the abacus 
of the Han period. (f) though he puts it at the end of the Sung period or 
the beginning of the Yuan period. 

(vi) SMITH says : "No literature definitely describing an abacus previous to 
1175 is found." It is not clear whether he estimated 1175 from (i). As 
to the expression San-chu-hsi-yu =~littffi under (ii) refers to the following 
passage under the item Ching-elm #* in the Clw-keng-lu Ifiiffr~ (Bk. 29), 
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by T'Ao Tsung-i (Nan-ts'un) ~~*fi (F-rJ;j:1) of the last days of the Yuan 
period. 

~~~-. W*~BMM~ ~-~~. ffi~a••~ ij&z~~. ~~B~ 
JJ:~i' ij ~ 13 ?;JE~jft-$:ff)J, !ltiijt{i~l:-WJ~i,m 
"When a maid or a man-servant newly hired comes for the first time, 

she is called 'lei-p'an-chu MM~ '-a mortar bead. When ordered, 
she works of her own accord without being beaten. After a while, she is 

called ' suan-p'an-chu --~ '-an abacus bead. Only when ordered 
and beaten, she will work. After a long while, she is called 'fo-ting-chu 
1~f3)Ji1)t '-a sour face bead. When ordered, she will stand idle all day 
long and even when beaten, she will not work. Though somewhat vulgar 
figures, these· may serve to explain the situation realistically." 

This being a book written in the last days of the Yuan period, it does not 
prove the existence of the expression " San-chu-hsi-yu " in the Sung 
period which preceded the Yuan. 

Dr. MIKAMI, in his " Soroban no Cogen ni kansuru Shin-setsu no Hihan 1/ P 

/~ :,,O)'ffliUc:.!JJ-t 0ffifjtO)tJM:IJ (Criticism of the New Theory concerning the 
Etymology of the Abacus) ",. Tokyo Butsuri Gakk5 Zasshi *~t/&.):Ell[j'l:13::~ 
]t, No. 541, 542, 1936, says: "I have roughly read through the whole 
work in 30 Bks., but have not been able to find the term Tsou-p'an-chu 

jEfi~-" 

3. The Yuan pe~iod theory 

a. CH'IEN Ta-hsin ~::kSfr : Shih-chia-ch'i-yang-hsin~lu +:i~~ffi~ (Preface, 
1799). 

b. Tosato KoNDo ~ji~,m : Sugaku Yawa ~i111ZITTr (Nightly Talks on 
Mathematics), 1751. 

c. Ujikazu FURUKAWA ti'JI[~-: Sanwa Zuihitsu -~~- (Stories on Math
ematics). 

d. Tomokiyo OYAMADA ;J-.,!ll S3W.Tflr: Matsu-no-ya Rikki tl~¥~i\ (Notes of 
Matsu-no-ya) (1783-1847). 

e. Seijitsu SATO {6::%1~1: : Kokushi Dai-Jiten ffiro.Ee.::k~t-A (Dictionary of J apa
nese History),. 1908 .. 

f. Keinosuke TAKAI iW:i#!tzJ~;fJ: Soroban Zatsuwa WM~~ (Chat on the 
Abacus). Tokyo Koen-Doko-kai Kaiho **~~IRJ~:_f~ ~¥g No. 267, Oct. 
15, 1931. 

g. Kunizo_ARIMOTO ff*n:G!t: Shina ni okeru Shuzan no Kigen :SzJt!Hc:.iHt Q~ 

WV~WR (Origin of Abacus Mathematics in China). Yamaguchi Kasha Toa

Keizai Kenkyu !ll l=liW:ifflii*ll}J~~TiJf~ 15-3. 

h. Kiyoshi YABUUCHI •l:RJrn : Shina Sugaku-shi :szmlt~.Ee. (History of Chi-
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nese Mathematics), 1944. 

1. Matsusabur6 FUJIWARA Blffitl~i~ : Nihon Sugaku Shiyo 13 :zjs:g&~1.Ee.~ 
(Outline of Jp.panese Mathematics), 1952. 

j. Akira HIRAYAMA fW-!Wrff : Warizan-sho Kaisetsu t11••mwt (Exposition of 
Division Books), 1952. 

The above are principal works on the subject. 
As for the foundation of the theory:-

i Some argue from the aforesaid term suan-p'an-chu -•~ represented 
in the Cho-keng-lu 1/ilfl#tiJe 1366 ; for instance, a, d, e, g, i, : 

ii Men (like j) contend from the Kuei-ch'u-ko-chueh S~W(~ (Division
Rhymes) in the Suan-hsileh-chi-meng --~.:t@:~, 1299, .and Fei-k~ei ms 
(Special division-rhymes for 2 place numbers), in the Shou-shih-li-chieh

fa-li-ch'eng ~at]1lr~~.:s'[pj:, · 1298. 

The view of b, c, f, and h are only too vague. Among these, c and 
f assign it to the last part of the Yuan period and the beginning of the 
Ming period; as stated previously, CH'IEN Pao-tsung ~l:f* places it 
between the Sung and Yuan periods; Fusakichi 0RIHARA •Jffime 
and Sasaki ENDO ~;ffi{£k:g who contend for the last part of the Sung 
dynasty and th~ beginning of the Yuan· are here classified for convenience' 
sake, under the Sung period theory. 

4. The Ming period theory 

MEI Wen-ting fm::::X::Jffi: Ku-suan-ch'i-k'ao J:j--~~ (Study of Ancient Calcu
lating Contrivances) (1693) stands for this, saying as follows: 

~m~m~•~~M~ B~-ft~*~oo• ~~~~z~~OO~lj:, M~~Z, B 
!i~W(fJbi~MM;, 1lt~MJ=ik[~~ff-l:!1, ~:fLij[J:~lJJJ=iJrtlHiJ:Btrffiifl:Jt. ~~PtH¥JW:@IJ, i& 
Ait$:rt:t•, JY~M'~ll=, !&•~~~iu~·~w, A~Jl AJ~rrHoJ;'l!J~~z31~fifil I§ :;f~ 
"As to when: the Chu-p'an ~M (abacus) which we now use came into being, it 
is regrettable that all the ancient records being scattered and lost, no definite 
evidence is to qe found. The present writer MEI Wen-ting is of the opinion that 
it originated only in the earliest days of the Ming period. Why is this known? 
Because the Kuei-ch'u-ko-chueh )fir,~~~ (the Division-Rhymes) is the simplest 
and cleverest invention upon which chu-p'an ~~· operations depend. However, 
the division rhymes given in the Chiu-chang-hsiang-chu-pi-lei :fL-~1Ht1Ji are too 
long and difficult. Those created at this time retain the same substance, but 
have been refined and simplified by posterity. The author of this book is 
Wu Ching (Hsin-min) ~fj:( 1i~) of Ch'ien-t'ang ii;J:lf1!f-. If the book could be dated, 
he believes, the introduction of the abacus could not be very far from it." 

Thus he identifies the appearance of the Kuei-ch'u-ko-chueh ]ilij~~W(~with that 
of the abacus. However, as fully discussed later, it is admitted that the oldest kuei
chu-ko-chueh had been printed about the 11 th or 12th century in the Chih-nan-
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suan-fa t~m-~ therefore, if MEI Wen-ting's method of argument be followed, 
the origin of the abacus should have to go back as far as that. 

As has been roughly discussed in the foregoing, as to the advent of the abacus, 
the newest date assigned is the Ming period, the rest being the Han, Sung and 
Yuan period theories. Of all these theories, the most important issues are:

a. Should the appearance of the Kuei-ch'u-ko-chfreh ]iWf,~~~ (Division
Rhymes) be considered the origin of the abcicus? 

b. Should my view based on the resemblance between the Roman abacus 
and the one represented in the Shu-shu-chi-i $&:fllftE~tl! be confirmed in the 
point of calculation? 

c. Did the ·P'an-chu-chi ~~~ and the Tsou-p'an-chi :½~~ ·really represent 
the abacus books? Can these books be identified with the origin of the 
abacus? 

d. Is it adequate to suppose the advent of the abacus as substitute for calcu
lation-blocks? In th present paper, I desir~ to analyse these items chiefly 
from the she standpoint of calculation methods, and thereby surmise the 
date of the advent of the abacus in China. For this reason, the terms 
empolyed for the abacus given in the Suan-ching •t,¥ by HsrnH Ch'a-wei 
WJt~{Jill: of the Sung period, the poem on the ab~cus in the ~ritings of Mast~; 
Ching-hsiu t1J${~%1:, 1270,- and the San-chu-hsi-yi.i =~ilffi in the Cho
keng-lu ~if#~ 1366, should better be utilized as material for demonstrating 
the conditions of its diffusion rather than its origin. This being the case, 
I have discussed them here only briefly. 

Chapter II 

The Theory of Identifying the Advent of the Kuei-ch'u
ko-chiieh- lnH~Wz~ with that of the Abacus 

This view of identifying the date of the advent of the Kuei-ch'u-ko-chi.ieh 
~~:rx~ with that of the advent of the abacus came into being as the advocates 
considered the following facts ;-

a. That, since the middle of the Ming period the abacus, replacing the 
previous use of calculation-blocks, was rapidly and extensively used; 

b. That for a long time since then, the abacus was extensively used as a 
common calculating contrivance ; 

c. That it seemed, consequently, as if the Kuei-ch'u-ko-chi.ieh-method ii~$ 
-that of calculating by reciting the division-rhymes-were the sole division 
method for the abacus; 
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d. That the Kuei-ch'u-ko-chueh method Jlrw~i~ suits the abacus so perfectly 
that it was thought to have been invented for the abacus ; 

e. That, as the abacus with two beads above the bar, each of which represent
ing 5, js indispensable to the Ch 'ung-kuei-fa 1iJ$~. For example : l 3--;--18 ; 
24729. 

In such cases wh.ere the top numbers of the divisor and the dividend 
are similar and the divisor is greater than the dividend, a special set of divi
sion-rhymes were adopted to obtain the quotient. An example is Chien-i-wu
t' ou-tso-chiu-i Ji -~!UH'F1L- (See-one-no-head-make-nine-add-one-down). 

This was· called the Ch'ung-kuei 1.fifill~ method. 

The abacus is in closest relations with the Kuei-ch'u-fa !Ii~~~ (division
rhymes). 

As calculations conducted by means.ofsuan-mu •* (Reckoning-blocks) 
were considered those to be conducted by the method represented in the 
Sun-tzi1-suan-ching f,*-=f-•~~ which is to be discussed later, the kuei-ch'u 
division rhymes were in.vented over against such inconvenient calculations, 
and the abacus was contrived in order to be applied to the reckoning-rhymes 
and thereby it replaced the calculating-blocks. 

Now, Dr. 1v1rKAMI in his "Characteristics qf Chinese Mathematics", criticizes 
this as follows :-" The use of the abacus in China must surely have dated from 
after the Shu-shu-chi-i. The date is not clear, but it probably dates from the 
Sung period. From the fact that some mathematical books written during the 
Yuan and Ming periods carry division-rhymes, MEI Wen-ting of the Ch'ing period, 
argues that abacus calculation was practised at that time. This would sound 
quite reasonable, but even in block-calculations the division rhymes might· be 
used. And where division is explained by the use of the division rhymes, some 
may. be considered to refer to block-calculation instead of abacus calculation. 
Therefore, MEI Wen-ting's view should not be. relied upon as the only theory ; 
however, there being some other evidence, it may be said that the abacus most 
probably dates approximately from the Sung and Yuan periods." 

In the following, I also desire throughly to analyse this theory as to (a) 
how the Kuei-ch'u-fa came into being and (b) how it was developed and to 

prove the inadequacy of indentifying the advent of the Kuei-ch'u-ko-chueh with 
the date of that of the abacus . 

. 1. The ancient calculative methods. (The division method prior to the Kuei

ch 'u-fa ~~~ ; division accompanied by division-rhymes) 
In investigating how the Kuei-ch'u-fa came into being, it would be neces

sary, first of all, to find· out what sort of calculative_m~.thods_had existed prior 
to the advent of the Kuei-ch'u-fa. 

The oldest Chinese book that records the calculative method of multiplica-
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tion is the Sun-tzu-suan-ching J,.*-=fJJ~. It is not clear whether the author, SuN

tzu, was a man after the Han period, after the Emperor Ming-ti §J:11-if of the Han 
dynasty. But it seems that this book existed in the last part of the Three King
dom period (approximately, the middle of the 3rd century). 

The book describes the method by the use of calculative blocks, and may 
be diagrammed as follows : 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. 

The method of Multiplication : 

As for, 327 X 6= 1962-

(Top row) 

(Middle row) 

(Bottom row) 

(Top row) 

(Middle row) 

(Bottom row) 

(Top row) 

(Middle row) 

(Bottom row) 

(Top row) 

(Middle ,row) 

(Bottom row) 

(Top row) 

(Middle row) 

(Bottom row) 

327 

6 

327 

18 

6 

27 

192 

6 

7 

1962 

6 

1962 

The method of division : 

As for 656179=729 

(Top row) 

(Middle row) 6561 

(Bottom row) 9 

Put 327 in the top row and 6 in the 
bottom. Move up 6 in the bottom to 
the place of hundreds in the top place. 

Multiply 3 in the top row by 6 in the bot
. tom, and put 18 the result in the middle. 

· Strike out 3 in th~ top and move down 
6 in the bottom by one place. 

Multiply 2 in the top row by 6 in the bot

tom, but 12 the result in the middle row; 
strike out 2 in the top and move down 

6 in the bottom by one place. 

Multiply 7 in the top by 6 in the bottom, 
put 42 the result, and strike out 7 in the 

bottom. 

1962 the result is obtained. 

Put 6561 in the middle row and 9 in the 

bottom ; move .up 9 in the bottom to the 

place of thousands in the middle ; as 9 
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2. 

(Top row) 

(Middle row) 

(Bottom_ row) 

3. 

(Top row) 

(Middle row) 

(Bottom_ row) 

4. 

(Top row) 

(Middle row) 

(Bottom_ row) 

5. 

(Top row) 

(Middle row) 

(Bottom.. row) 
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7 

6561 

9 

72 

261 

9 

729 

81 

9 

729 

cannot be obtained m 6, move down 9 

in the bottom by one place to the place 

for hundreds. 

Put the quotient 7 in the top, subtract 

from, the middle 63, the product ,of 7 in 

the top and 9 in the bottom and 9 move 

down by one place. 

Put the quotient 2 in the top, subtract 

from the middle 18 the product of 2 in 

the top and 9 in the bottom and move 

down by one place 9 in the bottom. 

Put 9 the quotient in the top, and sub-

tract from the middle 81 the product of 

9 in the top 9 in the bottom. 

Strike out 9 in the bottom, and you will 

obtain 729 the quotient in the top. 

As to the arrangement of reckoning-blocks. The blocks represented 

numerals as follows: I , II, Ill, 1111, lilfl, T, 7r lJf, lITf, (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9.). One-place numbers and hundreds were represented by blocks vertically 

arranged, while i:ens and thousands were represented by blocks horizontally 

arranged. Therefore, -11-1111 stood for 1234. 

Over against this calculative method of putting the dividend, divisor, 

quotient (or product) in the three column the top, middle and bottom, simplifica

tion of this method was soon to follow. It is found in the Hsia-hou--yang-suan

ching !l~m•ff~. 

2. Simplification of calculations 

The Suan-ching JU~ by HsIA-HOU Yang !l~ff~ is said to date from the 

South-North dynasty period ( 439-589). Dr. MIKAMI is of the opinion that it is a 

work later than 535, while LI Yen 3Jf{i believes that HAN Yen ~Ml; of the last part 

of the 6th century introduced it, that he adapted his own theory to it and that 

the Introduction is by himself. 
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Of the Ming-cheng-ch'u-ja FJJHI~~~ (Explanations of multiplication amil 

sion methods of the Ming period in the Hsia-hou-yang-suan-ching, First Volume 
' 

gives calculative methods similar to those introduced in the Sun-tzu-suan-ching ~ 

::r-J$:~. Explanations for some exercise questions in the Middle and Last Volume 

deserve notice. 

As for 12,639,673 X l.02=128,992,466.46-

Direction says: Skip one place and add 2 and the result will be obtained) 

12,639,673+ 12,639,673 X 0.02 

To illustrate this point more simply: 

For example: 7 X 13-

(1) Put down 7. 

(2) From 13, the multiplicand, 10 is taken off, and 

3 and 7 are multiplied and 21 is obtained. 

This opration is called "adding 3" or" attaching 3." 

As for 34,645,734x0.9=3,118,ll6.6-

7r 7 
+21 

~~
~~
 

lllT I 91 

Another direction : Or, " by subtracting 1 from the bottom, the result 

may be obtained."To subtract from the bottom means subtracting the multiplier 

X 0.1 from the bottom of the multiplicand, or subtracting from the first place 

of the multiplicand multiplied by 10 the multiplier X 1. This is a method of 

multiplication adopted when the multiplier is 8 or 9, so near the number 10. 

It is called the Sun-cheng rn* method. 

(3,464,5 73.4-3,464,5 73.4 X 0.1) 

To simplify this point further: 

For example : 8 X 9-

(l) Put down 8 

(2) Multiply l, the supplementary number of 9 for 

10, by 8 

Subtract 1 from the bottom 

lx8=8 

As for 43,675.2---;-l.2=36,396-

80 

-8 
72 

Direction : First put the original number, halve and divide it by 6. 

(43,675.2---;- 2-;-0.6) 

Another direction : Subtract 2 from outside itself. 

43,675.2 = 36,396 X 1.2 

Therefore: 

( 43,675.2-36,396 X 0.2) 

As for 3,456---;-l.2=2880-

Direction : Subtract 2. 

3,456=2,880x 1.2 

3,456-2,880x0.2 
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To simplify this further: 

As for 24+12-

(1) Put down 24. 

(2) Subtract from the next place 4,-the result of 

multiplying 2, left over by subtracting 10 from 12, 

by 2, the number of the top place.-

As for 13,463,512 x l.8=24,234,321.6: 

Direction : Attach 8 from the bottom 

(13,463,512 + 13,463,512 X 0.8) 
As for 

34,645, 734-x o.9=3,1rn,116.6-

= 1111 

1111 

=O 

24 
4 

20 

Another 'direction: Subtract I from the bottom and you will obtain. the 

same result. 

3,464,573.4-3,464,573.4 X 0.1) 

As for 
43,675.2+ l.2=36,396-

Direction: First put the original number, halve and divide it by 6. 

As for 
43,675.2 + 1.2 = 36,396-

Another direction : Subtract 2, from outside itself. 

( 43,675.2-36,396 X 0'.2) 

As for 
3,463,335 X 35= 121,216,725-

Direction : Multiply it by 5 and 7. 

(3,463,335 X 5 X 7) 

Another direction : Multiply it by 7 and then halve it, and you will get 

the same result. 

Thus (3,463,335 x 70+2) 

As for 

3,463.5 X 42 = 145,467-

Direction : Multiply it by 6 and 7. 

Thus (3,463.5 X 6 X 7) 

As for 

13,465.43 X 135= 1,817,833.05~ 

Direction : Multiply it by 3 and 9, and by halving it, you will get the 

result. 

Thus (13,465.43x30x9+2) 

Another direction : Multiply it by 9 and then by 5, and you will get the 

same result. 

Thus (13,465.43x9x 15) 
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As for 

56,473.5 X 5-

Direction: Multiply it by 5 from the bottom, and you will get the result. 

This method shows a marked change in the calculative method, against 

putting the product or quotient in the position of the dividend, over against the 

previous method, as shown in Section 1, of putting the dividend, divisor, and 

quotient in three positions. 

This method is what is called Chung-yin :i:!El ( double division) in the Yang

hui-suan-fa ~--~, 1274, which tries to analyse a divisor of many places into 

those of a single place and thereby to simplify the calculative method. 

From the above exercises, it is evident that in multiplication of a single order 

divisor, multiplication is operated beginning with the top (number) of the divi

dend. But this is not the only set rule. 

This shows that, by this time, in multiplication of one place divisor, the 

ancient three-row calculative method has been replaced by that of operating by 

turning the dividend into the product. 

The following passage occurs in the Suan-fa-t'ung-pien-pen-mo •tt:~~ 
** Vol. 1, 1274, by YANG Hui ~-

~!El, ~a, ii:~1:ft:m'.«, ~!13~1:ft:mtt:, itLr.1:ft!El~, i§+~~, i§fto~~r&z 
" When the multiplier is of a single place, the method says : Put down the 

multiplicand as the quotient, memorize the multiplier, start multiplying from 

the top; when shih + (tens) is called, put it above itself and when ju ftlJ (itself) 

is called, change it in itself." In case the multiplier is of a single place, do not 

put it down, but commit it to memory, and the multiplicand is turned into the 

product. Probably this is a method also adopted by HsIA-HOU Yang ~~~. 

Now comes division of a single place number. In ancient mathematical 

works such as the Chiu-chang-suan-shu fL:'f .. 1ifLf, Sun-tzlt-suan-ching 1-i=f.JUf and 

Wu-ts'ao-suan-ching E'"f--~ is found the phrase "pan-chih" fz (to halve this). 

calculative method of halving a_ number probably implied halving off-hand a 

number put down. 

Thus, in division, in th~ case of a single-place divisor, calculative simplifi

cation was practised only by halving. 

However, the introduction of a calculative simplification in case of a single

place multiplier inevitably gave rise to a calculative simplification in division 

also. 

As to culculative simplification in division, the Meng-ch'i-p'i-tan ~~-~ 

by CH'EN Kua ttM (1030-1094) of the North-Sung period, says: 

•trr$F~, :tm;:Jt-, -1:.~1, :!$!El, :i:!Elzm-W~"1t~t ~, 'lt±t!J5J:-~f1t~JttLf, t~ 
~ffl*, ~' 1EL1mriY~t~YffiB, _1~ftlJ~7t~~:ctt-1¥1!¾, A~:::M-:!.i~= ,(j!¾ 

"Arithmetic is divided into a number of branches. Ch'iu-i J:jt-, Shang-chii, 
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J:11, T'a-yin ~IEI, and Chung-yin .:m:IE! are all branches of multiplication and 
division. In my view, however, the Tseng-ch'eng-i-fa :etgnx;-~ is somewhat dif
ferent; it has nothing to do with multiplication or division. It deals with the 
shortage of a number and supplements it. For example, to divide by 9, 1 is ad
ded ; to divide 8, 2 is added." 

For example: 

1078 
10 

+2 
12 
+4 
124 
+8 

1248 
-8 

+10 
125 

1 x2 1s added 

2 x2 is added 

2 x4 is added 

8 

10 

is subtracted 

is added 

Then it says : .1J!rr~,®-$-i1, %irnPffl, %~~P~, ~~-~n:m~1J!flli 
" One must not grudge taking the trouble of learning mathematics. When a 
method is simple enough, adopt it. When a method is too complicated, simplify 
it. If one is not glued to one particulat method, one may be versed in it." 

This shows that it developed from the Tseng-ch'eng-i-fa :fiin!<:-~ Kuei-i
ch'u-fa ~-~~ of later days to the Chiu-kuei-fa :fL~~ (Division by one-figure 
numbers accompanied by division-rhymes). 
3. Advent of the Chiu-kuei-fa :fLi~~ 

The origin of the Chiu-kuei :fL$ method is not definitely known, no ac
curate source being accessible. However, the Suan-fa-t'ung-pien-pen-mo -~ 
3m~;tfs:5K, the Fjrst Volume, (1274) by YANG Hui~- says: ~*-~ ffl~~lli~-~-~~=~, fflOO~lli~, +=*, ~-~lliffl·~=& 

0 lffif$;;z, ;!(~~~~~~it~, *~~&1J~~J&Z~, }~i¥J-~£J,1Jo · ?~ • :fLJNt, • J:Jt-, 
~J:Jttt~f, ~~ .E?g~ ~ rm m z 

"According to the mathematical books by various writers, calculation is limited 
to the following three methods : multiplication, division, and extraction of 
roots. Chi-Ii JE917U is limited to the use of the two letters jut□ and slzilz +. Block
arrangement is limited to horizontality and verticality. If extended, it would 
know almost no limit in inventions. Multiplication and division, originally, 
aimed at reaching for the· depth and thorough study of the distant. The Clzih
nan-suan-fa t~i¥J-~ describes addition, subtraction, chiu-kuei fLJNt, and ch'iu-i Jjt 
~ and also aims at mastering methods simpler than these. How can a student 
neglect combined mastery of all these methods ? " 
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Though the mathematical works by various_ authors refer only to the method 

of Ch'-eng-ch'u-k'ai-fa ~iU~lffl~ (In this case ch'u ~ refers to Shang-ch'u iffi~), 
the book points out that the Chih-nan-suan-Ja tJfj~ij-$ alone describes the me

thods of chia-chien 1m&Z, chiu-kuei :fLJMfi, ch'iu-i :rjt- and point out that there was 

a method of simplification. In this case, chia :fJO (addition) and chien &Z (sub

traction) refer to Shen-wai-chia-fa Jry~:f]Q$ (addition from outside itself), and 

Shen-wai-chien-fa Jf t~&Z$ ( subtraction from outside itself). 

According to YANG Hui ~-, therefore, the oldest mathematical work that 

records the chiu-kuei :fLJil,ft, method is the Chih-nan-suan-Ja t~F-fJ-~. Though 
this book has been lost sight of since, an account which would enable us to 

infer the date of the publication of this book is found under the item Suan-hsiieh

yiian-liu •fJ~mE as the end ofthe Suan-Ja-t'ung-tsung •$m1E*, (Preface, 1592.) 
From this it may be known that the book was published in 1078-1189. It 

reads: 

5GlOB~wYmtI-31Z£, f!JtU~~il.Ji~~~:z ... : . ~~tlUJJR, '.fu't-~-~' Ill:E. 
$, §)=l~-$, ¥flt,~•$, §)=l~-$, 1Ef4.$, t~i¥J-$, ~J=!Hf$, ff ~ff-$, 
Jl;l;:n~, illli5~*' jffi~*' IWt*, jE~*' ::=::5,:;{t:t:WX, ~tgf, ~fl;~ 

"Since Yuan-feng 5,:;~, Shao-hsing ;'ffl., and Chun-hsi ?t¥m ~- number of men 

have written. books, and those who have read or heard of them have written 

also. The list reads: 1-ku-ken-yiian ~~ti~, 1-ku-suan-Ja ~S~-$, Cheng-ku

suan-Ja ~"t-$, Ming-ku-suan-Ja §/315.$, Pien-ku-suan-fa tfl!(,~-$, Ming..yiian

suan-Ja, gl=j~-$, Chin-k'o-suan-fa 1Ef4.$, Chih-nan-suan-fa t~i¥J-$, Ying-yung

suan-Ja ~ffl-1:t, Ts'ao-t'ang-suan-fa flfft"f.$, Chia-hsien-chiu-chang 1].-J;l;:n., 
T'ung-wei-chi mi1l*, T'ung-chi-chi ~~*' P'an-chu-chi ~~*' Tsou-pan-chi jE~ 

*' San-yilan-hua-ling-ko ::::_5,:;{t:t:~, Ling-ching ~~' Ling-shih ~fl." 
I have said that in multiplication, with a single place multiplies a calculative 

simplification was invented and that in division, also with a single place divisor. 

A calculative simplification inevitably came. This will be in~estigated here 
more carefully. 

YANG Hui ~- in his ~hiu-kuei-hsiang-shuo :nft-r#i-Fwt (Detailed Discussion 

of the Chiu-kuei Method of Ch'eng-chu-t'ung-pien-suan-pao *~®~•if), the 

Middle Volume, (1274), says: 

-{j'.z:'.1£~~~~' J=l!Jffl:nfttl~~z, ~ffi={ftiffi~ § 13', {$i51Wr1$l&ffl, ~ AJJ.ffi-{ftffl 
a 0-m=&ffi=&~moo~, £-m~=1:t~ 

" In division, when a single place divisor, the Chiu-kuei :fL]llif, method may re-

place the Shang-ch'u iffi~ method, when a twb or more place divisor, the Shang

chu method will serve. Nowadays, with the first place, they use the Chiu-kuei 

:nJMr; method, but with the second and third they use the Shang-ch'u jm~ method. 

This means two methods are applied on one problem." 

The Chiu-kuei JL]Kr~ method was invented as simplified calculative method for 
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division with a single place divisor; prior to this, in case of a divisor of two or 

more places, the Shang-ch'u jm~ method, the calculative metl:iod given in the 

Sun-tzu-suan-ching f,~=f-ffi[ was used ; but around YANG Hui's time in the last 

days of the Sung dynasty, the Chiu-kuei method was now extended to a divisor 

of two or more places. This point is definitely proved. 

Even after the extensive use of the Chiu-kuei method to a divisor of more 

than two places, until the advent of the phrase Chung-kuei-huan-yii.an Jilii~H:i.m( 
in the last part of the Sung period, the value of the Chiu-kuei method was that 

of a mere simplifying method. The Shang-ch 'u jm~ method was the normal 
method of division. 

YUAN Hui's Suan-fa 1~w•$ discusses in the Suan-f,H'ung-pien-pen-mo 

•$;ljlf~*' First Volume, Hsiang-ch'eng f§* and Shang-ch'u jm~ in 
Ch'eng-chu-t'ung-pien-.suan-pao *~;ij~•W, Middle Volume, Chia-fa jJO$, Chien

fa ~$, Chiu-i-tai-cheng-ch'u :zjt-ft*~, and Chiu-kuei fLS and Suan-wu

ting-fa -~~~' in Fa-suan-ch'ii.-yung-pen-mo $'.n!&ffl** the Last Volume, 
...... Application of the simplifying method. 

In this case, chi.a-fa ]0$ (addition) and chien-fa 1~$ (subtraction) referred 

to Shen-wai-chia-fa $1'5'~:fJD~ (addition to outside itself) and Shen-wai-chien-fa 

$J'j~~$ (subtractive on from outside itself) which correspond to our present 

Sheng-i-cheng-fa ~~-*~ and Sheng-i-chu-fa 1f-~$ while the Chiu-kuei was 
learned after the Shang-ch'u jm~ or the Chien-fa (method of division). 

Again, in the Fa-suan-ch'u-yung-pen-mo $.!&ffl**' Last Volume, this 
passage occurs : 

*•~;im1Jt$1&~il%~rt=1,, JL1vzJi~-$~,~-~, tr~r;:i,~@u¥mzm, *M7Glli* 
~' ~Affl~·~·S·~ ~*~~~mlli 

"One who calculates should follow the methods, and adoption depends upon 

the kind of a questio~. Should one desire to be versed in a method, he should 

devise a question and conduct exhaustive calculations. They are mostly within 

the' spheres of multiplication and division. Modern people resort to chia ]0 

(addition), chien ~ (subtraction), kueiS (chiu-kuei division), che 1fr (halving), 

which are detours of calculations." 

In the Ting-i-hsiang-shuo .n:{:s'.IJ¥'i0t, Cheng-chu-t'ung-pien-suan-pao *~;@~• 
jf, Middle Volume, a passage reads: 

Wlfl~ffl$*j!W.n:, :JltJiJrffl IZ9 · 1Jr • ]0 · ~ • lw · t'A:'.fi-ff.n:'.{ft, tfa$1f.J=!Ulffl, .n:{ft 
J~!i%7Gµ}1$~~, r=~:mtJ1f;w, 4-:s'rJE$-v!GJs, %£J-*~*$, ~J5kr~{ft, ~trm~m: 
1[*1t$, ~,j!W~~lli 

"There is no set rule to use a certain method in handing a problem. For each 

yin [zg (multiplication), che (halving), chia ]D (addition), chien ·~ (subtraction), 

kuei ~ (division), and sun tl (loss) used, a proper position is fixed. For if 

several methods used similar positions mutually and arbitrarily, there would 
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be no ground for argumentation, and this would confuse the student." The 
Ting-shuo-shu iE?¥1.iltr is now established. If you first establish the position 
which has been properly obtained by the regular methods of multiplication and 
division. This refe~·s to Hsiang-cheng ;j:§~~ and shang-ch'u TI:ij~, and then use 
the minor methods, there would arise no confusion." 

The Chiu-kuei method, in the former, is called a heretical method, while 
in the latter, the Shang-ch 'u method is treated as the orthodox method and the 
Chiu-kuei a minor method. 

Even the Suan-hsueh-ch'i-meng :#~tf~ (1299) which mentions the chiu-kuei 
method alone as the only method of division says :-

tt"t$$, }=jjjm~, :mw~~itA, Jl!J~A£Lrlt$~z, ~IT?FlE1iltr-l:!1 
" A study of ancient books shows that most of them adopted the Shang-ch'u me
thod, but as it was difficult for beginners, this method was adopted as a sub
stitute for it. Therefore, it is not an orthodox method.'' 

The situation is_ clear from this quotation. 

4. The Chiu-kuei-ko-chiieh ji,]Ml'i;fk~ ( division by the number of a figure accom
panied by division rhymes) at the earliest stage 

The earliest extant book that records, the Chiu-kuei-ko-chiieh is Jih-yung
suan-fa 13 JtJ :#$ ( 12 62). This book is now lost sight of, but some exercises are 
included in the Chu-chia-suan-fa ~1'-*:#$ . 

.The Pa-kuei Awi (Division by 8) in division using division rhymes. 

As for 6800716 = 425-

Explanation: There are five ways. 

A third direction : Halve and divide by 8. 

Five solutions are offered. As to the third, the following is given : 

1lt Jl ~ IDfl 
Diagram for quick reckoning 

1111 = 11111 1111 1111 Ill J.a, Ill -

* * * fr 
-.±I::. J! ffi nx: ~ r ffi Jl 1:JD ffi :m 129 ~ +1~ gg + }\ 129 - ....L.. + 1Jr .=::: /, 
3il29 fp 1ft Jl 1ft 1ft sx * -&-s n • Fe1~ J:: 

71:: 
s 

(
6800) . (16) 6800716 = -

2
- --;- 2 ; therefore, 340078 
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( 1) Chien-san-hsia-liu JE::T;\ (See-three-add-six-

down) ......................................................... . 

(2) Chi-pa-cheng-shih @A~+ (Remove-eight

make-ten-one-up) Chien-erh-hsia-ssu Y!=--n:g 
(See-two-add-four-down) 

(3) Chien-ssu-tso-wu J!IZ9itn (See-four-make-five) 

(4) 

34 
+ 6 

~ 5 
- 8 
+10 

42 
+ 4 

424 
- 4 
+ 5 

425 

In this case, the Shang-ch 'u fflj~. method of the divisor 16 is not used, but 

the Chiu-kuei-ko-chueh 71,W,f,ilftJc is used, (a half of 16 is used)'. 

YANG Hui ~- in his Ch'eng-ch'u'u-t'uug-pien-suan-pao ~JltJ,ifill~Jnt, Middle 

Volume, says:-

~A~ffi-~ffl~ ~m=~m~~~m~~ 
"Nowadays, with the first place, they use the Kuei ]ffr~ method, but with the 

second and third they use the Shang-d1'u fflj~ method." 

So it seems that, in division with a divisor of two or more places, the Chiu

kuei-ko-chueh method was not em-ployed. Probably because of the absence of 

the rhymes for the Ch 'ung-kuei 'ool¾r':i method, the Huan-yuan ~jc method, 

division by the Chiu-kuei-ko-chueh alone would have been too difficult. This 

method will be described in the following. 

The oldest full record of the Chiu-kuei-ko-chueh 71,(Lff,:gfx~ is the Ch' eng-ch'u

t 'ung-pien-suan-pao *~illHIJnt, Middle Volume, (1274) by YANG Hui ~-

A passage in it says : 

n!rlf)TW, ~ti"1D~a:, mtt=z 
"The Chiu-kuei rhymes are ancient rhymes, newly annotated. Both forms 

are preserved." 

Kuei-shu-ch'iu-ch'eng-shih JI'ri~~:tjtnx;+ (Divide-number-make-ten), 

Chiu-kuei :JLKhl-( division by 9) Yu-chiu-ch'eng-shih 9 

~71 - 9) 
~+ +10 

~1L~+ (Meet-nine-make-ten), (Note, 9--:--9, --+ 

Pa-kuei l\Jf,f,-( division by 8) 

~A~+ (Meet-eight-make-ten), 

Yu-pa-ching-shih 

Ch'i-kuei -t!llil-( division by 7) Yu-ch'i-ch'eng-shih J~-l:nx:+ (Meet-seven
make-ten), 

Liu-kuei 7-\JMW-(division by 6) Yu-liu-ch'eng-shih ~Anx:+ (Meet-six
make-ten), 

Wu-kuei nJMW-(division by 5) Wu-kuei-ch'eng-shih ~nnx:+ (Meet-five
make-ten), 

Ssu-kuei IZQ]Mi~-( division by 4) Yu-ssu-ch'eng-shih ~1Z9.nx:+ (Meet-four
make-ten), 
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San-kuei :::::fu,J-(division by 3) Yi.i-san-ch'eng-shih ~=~+ (Meet-three
make-ten), 

Erh-kuei =JM#-( division by 2) Yu-erh-ch'eng-shih -imi=~+ (Meet-two
make-ten) 

Kuei-ch'u-tzu-shang-chia ii~§ 1:1JO (Division-to-adding-itself) 
Chiu-kuei Al~-( division by 9) Chien-i-hsia-i ;!-r - (See-one-add-one-

down), 

Chien-erh-hsia-erh J!=r= (See-two-add-two-down), 
Chien-san-hsia-san J!:::::r= (See-three-add-three-down), 
Chien-ssu-hsia-ssu J!IZ9r1Z9 (See-four-add-four-down). 

Pa-kuei A~-( division by 8) Chien-i-hsia-erh J!-r= (See-one-add-two
down) 

Chien-erh-hsia-ssu J!= r ll9 (See-two-add-four-down) 
Chien-san-hsia-liu J!=r1' (See-three-add-six-down) 

Ch'i-kuei -f::;]W, ( division by 7) Chien-i-hsia-san }!-r::::: (See-one-add-three-
down) 

Chien-erh-hsia-liu J!=r1' (See-two-add-six-down), 
Chien-san-hsia-erh-chj-chiu J! =-r + =~PA (See:-three-below-twelve, 
namely-add-nine-down) 
(Note: 30-:- 7, (1) 3 

J!=r+= ... 12 
42 

(2) 3 
J!=rA... 9 .. :See-three-add-

. 
39 mne-down 

~t~+ ... -7 ... Meet-Seven
... 10 make-ten 

Liu-kuei ~~-(division by 6) 
down), 

------
42 

4 is quotient and 2 is remainder.) 
Chien-i-hsia-ssu _5!- rlZ9 (See-one-add-four-

Chien-erh-hsia-shih-erh-chi-pa J!=r +=f!PA (See-two-below-twelve, 
namely-add-eight-down) 

Wu-kuei EJW,-(division by 5) Chien-i-tso-erh J!-it= (See-one-make
two), 

Chien-erh-tso-ssu J!=itlZY (See-two-make-four) 
Ssu-kuei IZ9fil\t-( division by 4) Chien-i-hsia-shih-erh-chi-liu ;!-r + =~P:X 

(See-one-below-twelve, namely-add-six-down) 
San-kuei =Wi-(division by 3) Chieri-i-hsia-shih-erh-chi-ch'i J!-r+=~P 

-f::; (See-one-below-twelve, namely:-add-seven-down) 
Pan-erh-wei-wu-chi ~i~rrn~1iJt (Halve and-make-five) 

Chiu-kuei AJll&ri-(division by 9) Chien-ssu-wu-tso-wu 
J!IZ9E{t3i (See-forty-five-make-five) ~ 

Pa-kuei AJNr,-( division by 8) Chien-ssu-tso-wu J!IZ9 

(Note, 45-:-9, 
45 

Jl/2Y.li ... -45 
WE ... +5 

5 
5 is quotient.) 
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{1:n (See-four-make-five) 

Ch'i-kuei--1:::Jfj-(division by 7) Chien-san-wu-tso-wu Jt=.n{tn (See-thirty

five-make-five) 

Liu-kuei ~]tf:i-( division by 6) Chien-san-tso-wu J!:=.{/p]i (See-three-make

five) 

Wu-kuei nllfr{i-(division by 5) Chien-erh-wu-tso-wu J!=n{tn (See

twenty-five-make-five) 

Ssu-kuei 12:9~-(division by 4) Chien-erh-tso-wu J!={tn (See-two-make

five) 

San-kuei :=.b$-(division by 3) Chien-i-wu-tso-wu J!-n{fn (See-fifteen

make-five) 

Erh.-kuei =!~i-( division by 2) Chien-i-tso-wu J!-{t]i (See-one-make

five) 

Ting-i-t'ui-wu-ch'a JE1:V:i!~~ (Fix-place-recede-no-difference) 

The book does not describe the calculative method by means of the Chiu

kuei,ko-chueh jL!Ptrf,:~~- In order to compute 648+8 = 81, the following is 

necessary. 

(1) The figures are put down :- (I) T Ill 
(2) 

.(2) Chien-ssu-tso-wu J!IZ9WE (3) -.=n. liT 
(See-four-make-five) 

(3) Chien-erh-hsia-ssu Yl=rl2:9 :!,_ I 1ff 

(See-two-add-four-down) ( 4) 

(4) Y ii-pa-eh' eng-shih ~Afflt+ )\ 0 1ff 
(Meet-eight-make-ten) (5) 

(5) Y ii-pa-eh' eng-shih ~Afflt+ )\ ~ 

(Meet-eight-make-ten) 

It would have been impossible to do this on an abacus. 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Note 

648 
-40 
+5 

548 2 
4 

588 2 
- 8 
+10 

808 
8 

- 10 
81 

Let us investigate the extent to which the Chiu-kuei-ko-chiieh jL~~~ was 

used in these days. 

Out of the 300 questions in the Fa-suan-ch'ii-yung-pen-mo m.Jfl&ffl::zls:5K, Last 

Volume, two may be cited. 

As for 4968+54 = 92-

Direction : With 54 as divisor, let liu-kuei :f;;Jihr, ( division by 6) and chiu

kuei jLb$ (division by 9) serve the purpose. If the calculation by liu-kuei is 

troublesome, you may add 5 on the place and· multiply it twice by means of 

chiu-kuei jL~ ( division by 9). 
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As for 49152-:---192 = 256-
Direction : Generally, chien-erh ~= (subtracting 2) and chien-liu ~1' 

(subtracting 6) are used; when chien-lin is used, what is halved may be 
divided by pa-kuei Afil'#; and if pa-kuei AlllifJ is found troublesome, it may 
be replaced by chia-erh-wu :fJ□=n (add-twenty-five), or by halving three times 
and use of chia-erh-wu :JJ□=n. 

As for the former question, namely, 4968-:-54 is 4968--;--6-:-9, it says "If 
liu-kuei 1"liwri (division by 6) is found troublesome, try 4968x 15-:---9-:-9 ", and as 
for the latter 49152-:-192, it says: Try 49152-:---12--;--16, and if division by 2 is 
troublesome, halve and then divide it by 6,-namely, 49152-:---2--;--6--;--16; and 
if division by 6 is troublesome, multiply it by 15 and divide it by 9,-namely, 
49152-:---2 X 15-:---9-:--- I 6 ; if division by 16 is troublesome, halve and divide it by 
8-(a--;--16=a-:---2--;--8); and if division by 8 is troublesome, multify it by 125 
(a-:-8: ax 125) ; Otherwise, halve it 3 times instead of multiplying it 125 times 
-(a-:-2-:-2-:-2)" and so forth. Thus it is shown that the method by Chiu
kuei-ko-chueh niwiMx~ (the chiu-kuei division-rhymes) was by no means a 
simple way of calculation. 

(Note. The passage says" Multiply it by 15 and divide it by 9 instead of divid
ing it by 6 ; and multiply it by 125 instead of dividing it by 8." Nowadays, 
it would be much simpler to divide by 6 or 8. However, at that time there 
already existed the method later called Shen-wai-chia-fa ~5~:fJD~ (Addition 
to outside itself) therefore, in multiplying by 15 was operated by omitting the 
first dividor number and multiplying by 5, and in multipling by 125, this 
was operated by omitting the first dividor number and multiplying by 25. 
For this reason, it was a simpler method.) 
As previously stated, YANG Hui t!J$, remarking. "jL~~tt, .!2Lti1D4r.±:, 

ffit¥:;;t" (The Chiu-kuei-hsin-kua are ancient rhymes, newly annotated. Both 
forms are preserved.), introduces 32 chiu-kuei jL~~ rhymes. This shows that, over 
against YANG Hui's new rhymes, ancient rhymes had existed prior to YANG Hui. 

Now, let us investigate what kind of ancient rhymes had existed. YANG 
Hui himself, in the Suan-fa-t'ung-pien-pen-mo J:~:li~J!s:*, First Volume, says: 

llnfrfi, ~iaim+1m1u, ~~?F:li--t 13 7G~, 41H»Him•~n~ffifqr:p, *ffi~B:)(, 
~~m•;;;t~ w~~m~-1:1mw~ 

" To master the Chiu-kuei .:fLfil,i method, if you memorized 44 rhymes to learn the 
method, it used to take 35 days. Nowadays, 'however, if you study carefully 
the notes on the Chiu-kuei-t'i-shu ::fL,ilij1;lm11!tr in the Hsiang-chieh-suan-fa f¥M-~, 
if you know how to pay attention, one day would be enough to memorize the 
rules of operating this method." 

So it would seem that thea nc~ent rhymes which had existed prior to the 
new 32 rhymes numbered 44. 
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A rhyme, which might be regarded as one of the ancient division-rhymes, 

not included in the Chiu-kuei-hsin-kua, occurs in one of the exercises repre

sented in the Fa-suan-ch'ii-yung-pen-mo ~~!&Jtl7!s:5K, Last Volume. 

As for 675, 70072330 = 290-Direction says : Chien-erh-hsia-liu-chia

huan-erh Jt=rh1:m~= (See-two-add-six-down-return-two) ; and Chien-liu

hsia-erh-shih-ssu-chia-huan-pa-po .jth-F = + IZ8hDillA 1:f (See-six-below-twenty
four, return 800.) 

67577233 = (6757x3)7(233x3) 

= 202717699 

= 202717(700-1) 

In this way, here is applied a kind of calculation we term kuei-i-hun-yung

ch'u-fa ~#-7~Jtlii~- Now, in this rhyme for Ch'i-kuei -tWr# is used a rhyme 

Chien-liu-hsia-erh-shih-ssu Jthr= +!Z8 (See-six-below-twenty-four). This is 

not included in the above-mentioned Chiu-kuei-hsin-kua (New chiu-kuei rhymes). 

From this exarp.ple, the following .44 rhymes may be inferred as those ancient 

division-rhymes which had existed prior to YANG Hui's time. 

Chiu-kuei .:fLWr{i ( division by 9) : 

Chien-i-hsia-wu Ji-r- (See-one'"add-one-down)' 

Chien-erh-hsia::erh Jt=r= (See-two-add-two-down) 

Chien-san-hsia-san Jt.=T=:. (See-three-add-three-down) 

Chien-ssu-hsia--ssu Jl JZ8 r JZ8 (See-four-add-four-down) 

Chien-wu-hsia-wu J!li."F:li. (See-five-add-five-down) 

Chien-liu-hsia-liu Ji!.*"F* (See-six-add-six-down) 

Chien-ch'i-hsia-ch'i J!-t:'F-i: (See-seven-add-seven-down) 

Chien-pa-hsia-pa JV\ '"f J\ (See-eight-add-eight-down) 

Yi.i-chiu-ch'eng-shih j~.:fLnJG+ (Meet-nine-make-ten) 

Pa-kuei A~ ( division by 8) 

Chien-i-hsia-erh Jt-r= (See-one-add-two-down) 

Chien-erh-hsia-ssu Jt=r!Z8 (See-two-add-four-down) 

Chien-san-hsia-liu Ji -=:rh (See-three-add-six-down) 

Chien-ssu.:.tso-wu Jt!Z8{tn (See-four-make~five) 

Chien-wu-hsia-shih-erh J!n"F+= (See-five-below-twelve) 

Chien-liu-hsia-shih-ssu J!*r+ ITI] (See-six-below-fourteen) 

Chien-chi-hsia-shih-liu ~-tr+* (See-seven-below-sixteen) 

Yi.i-pa-ch'eng-shih ~AnJG+ (Meet-eight-make-ten) 

Ch'i-kuei -t~i ( division by 7) 

Chien-i-hsia-san Jt-r.= (See-one-add-:three-down) 

Chien-erh-hsia-liu Jt=rh (See-two-add-six-down) 

Chien-san-hsia-shih-erh Jt.=r+= (See-three-below-twelve) 

Chien-ssu-hsia-shih-wu J!ITilr+:n: (See-four-below-fifteen) 
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Chien-wu-hsia-erh-shih-i £:li:r =+- (See-five-below;.twenty-one) 
Chien-liu-hsia-erh-shih-ssii J[*r=+fill (See-six-below-twenty-four) 
Yi.i-ch'i-ch'eng-shih ~-1:;RX+ (Meet-seven-make-ten) 

Liu-kuei hWi(i ( division by 6) 

Chie~-i-hsia.:.ssu %-Tll9 (See-one-add-four-down) 

Chien-erh-hsia-shih-erh Ji=T += (See-two-below-twelve) 
Chien-san-tso.:.wu %=itn (See-three-make-five) 

Chien-ssu-hsia-erh-shih-ssu R.imt= +rm (See-four-below-twenty-four) 
Chien;.wu-hsia-san-shih-erh J!nr.=.+ ~ (See-five-below-thirty-two) 

Yi.i-liu-cheng-shih ~hnJG+ (Meet-six-make-ten) 

Kuei-wu :liJ1iW ( division by 5) 

Chien-i-tso-erh J=l-it= (See:.orie-make-two) 

Chien-erh-tso-ssu J=l=itl2Y (See-two-make-four) 

Chien-san-tso-liu Ji!..:. fl=:;"- (See-three-make-six) 

Chien-ssu-tso-pa ~Imfi.:J\ (See-four.:.make-eight) 

Ssu-kuei Qg,Wij~ ( division by 4) 

Chien-i-hsia-shih-erh J=l-T + = (See-one-below-twelve) 
Chien.:.fah;.tso-wu J=l=ffn (See-two-make-five) 

Cl-iien-san-hsia-ssu-shih-erh ~-=-"'F [lll + = (See-three-below-forty-two) 
Yil-ssii-tso-pa ;~[9{t)\. (Meet-four-make-eight) 

San-kuei ::::Wrf, ( division by 3) 

Chien.:.i-hsia-erh-shih-i J=l---r-+- (See-one-below-twenty-one) 
Chien.:.erh-hsia-sst'1-shih-erh ]!.::. "'f tm+= (See-two-below-forty-two) 
Yu-san-ch'eng-shih lf=:RX+ (Meet-three-make-ten) 

Erh-kuei =Qlf, ( division by 2) 

Chien-i-tso-wu J=l-1t:li. (See-one-make-five) 

Yi.i-erh-tso-shih illi=RX+ (Meet-two-make-ten) 
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Note 1. It is possible that Yu-chiu-ch'eng-shih ~:fLRX+ (Meet-nine-make
ten), Yu-pa-chehg-shih ~A~+ (Meet-eight-make-ten), ...... Yu-erh-ch'eng
shih ~=RX+ (Meet-two-make-ten) were respectively recited Chi-chiu
cheng-shih jEQ:fLnJG+ (Remove-nine-make-ten-one-up), Chi-pa-cheng:.shih 
~ARX+ (Remove-eight-make.:.ten-one-up), and Chi-erh-cheng-shih ...... 
~=nJG+ (Remove-two-rnake-ten-one.:.up). See theJih-yung-suan-fa 13 m•t.t 

Note 2. Heavier type indicates those not included in YANG Hui's New 
Rhymes. 

Note 3. Those api)earing in YANG Hui's Hsin-kua ~Mi5, but not included 
in this list, are as follows :-

Chiu-kuei :fL)lBj~ (division by 9) 

Chien-ssu-shih-wu-tso.:.wu Jliz:g]i{-'f]i (See-foi'ty-five-make-five) 
Ch 'i-kuei -1:;J¾t, ( division by 7) 
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Chien-san-shih-wu-tso-wu JL=::li{t:li (See-thirty-five-make-five) 

Wu-kuei :lifr!7i (division by 5) 

Chien-erh-shih-wu-tso-wu Ji!,=n{l:li (See-twenty-five-make-five) 
San-kuei .:::!l ( division by 3) 

Chien-i-shih-wu-tso-wu Ji!,-n {t:li (See-fifteen-make-five) 

Note 4. The difference from YANG Hui's New Rhymes may be seen in 
the use of the word chi ~p (Namely) ii1 the following rhymes:-

Ch'i-kuei --t~ ( division by 7) 

Chien-san-hsia-shih-erh-chi-chiu Ji!,.:::T + =~P}L (See-three-below-twelve, 
namely-add-nine-down} 

Liu-kuei hITTi~ ( division by 6) 

Chien(erh-hsia-erh-chi-pa Ji!,=r+=~PA (See-two-below-twelve, namely 
add-eight-down) 

Ssu-kuei Jl9lihl ( division by 4) 

Chien-i-hsia-shih-erh-chi-liu Ji!,-T + =~Ph (See-one-below-twelve, namely
add-six-down) 

San-kuei -=:Jlli't, ( division by 3) 

Chien-i-hsia-erh-shih-i-chi:-ch'i Ji!,-r=+-~P--t (See-one-below-twenty
one, namely-add-seven-down) 

It may be supposed that YANG Hui, considering the 44 ancient rhymes too 
difficult for memorizing, introduced the idea of supplementary numbers into 

· the Chiu-kuei-ko-chueh }L~~ijje, and therefore coined new rhymes. For, in 
his explanation of Sun-ch'eng 1j* method, he says this :-To multipy a number 
by 3 will be equal to subtracting from the multiplicant X 10 the multiplicand x 7. 

For example : 2 X 3-

20 
-14 ............ (2 x 7) is subtracted 

6 

In these cases all decimal fractions are ignored. Therefore, a more precise 
statement would be " to multiply the multiplicand by 10 and subtract from the 
bott9m place the multiplier X the supplementary number.) He says : 

... =**tJH~. =**1jA, M§*{:V::5jtjm, ~DT*ili, ¾lxffln~w;zqi[LJ 
"Multiplication by 3 loses 7 ; and mukiplication by 2 loses 8. From the lowest 
place operation is started; it is hsia-ch'eng T*· This is a reverse operation of 
the Chiu-kuei }L]lfr-f, method." I-le also says : 

•na ~rell9+1l9~, ~~~:n--ts~~.~m~~~•~n•m~~.~~lt~. 
~~m~z~, w~~m~-smre~ 

'' To master the Chiu-kuei }LjpXf, method, if you memorized 44 rhymes to learn the 
method, it used to take 5 X 7 (35) days. Nowadays, however, if you study care
fully the Notes on the Chiu-kuei-t'i-shu }LJMW!fil'Hiftr in the Hsiang-ch£eh-suan-fa ~~~ 
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-~, and you know how to pay attention, one day would be enough for memoriz
ing the rules of operating this method." 

When YANG says : "The Chiu-kuei rhymes are ancient rhymes, newly 
annotated. Both forms are preserved," he is referring to such a fact as that; 
among the rhymes Ch'i-kuei -!:::J\J'i, and Chien-san-hsia-shih-erh-chi-chiu _w,=
r+=~P.fL (See-three-below-twelve, namely-add-nine-down), Chien-san-hsia
shih-erh JE,=-r+= (See-three-below-twelve) is an old rqyme, while Chien
san-hsia-chiu J!.=TJL (See-three-add-nine-down) is a new one. 

Such a rhyme from the Chiu-kuei-hsin-kua tLll½i~ifrtt (The New Chiu-kuei 
Rhymes) is not found in any later mathematical book where the old rhyme Ch'i
kuei -1::::lM!~: Chien-san-hsia-shih-erh JE,=-r+= (See-three-below-twdve) is found 
as Ch 'i-san-ssu-shih-erh -I::.= 1Z9+ = (Seven-three-mak~-forty-two). Chien-san
hsia-chiu JE,.=rfL (See-three-add-nine-down) is 3----;-7, namely three-nine 39, also 
Yi.i-ch'i-ch'eng-shih ~-!::::~+, namely, make four-two 42 ( 4 is quotient and 2 is 
remainder) (Note. The sixteen rhymes for ~~ § J::1JD (Division by adding 
to itself) given by YANG Hui may be so readily memorized. They will release 
you from the trouble of memorizing Ch'i-kuei -I::!~ ( division by 7) ; Chien-san
hsia-shih-erh J!.=r+= (See-three-below-twelve), Liu-kuei 7~!lfiti (division by 
6) : Chien-erh-hsia-shih-erh .w,= T + =, Ssu-kuei IZ9!f!~ ( division by 4) : Chien
i-hsia-shih-erh JE,-T+= (See-one-below-twelve), and San-kuei =-~ (division 
by three) : Chien-i-hsia-erh-shih-i Ji!.,-T=+- (See-one-below-twenty-one), 
for all you have to do is to add supplementary numbers below,-that is, in Ch'i
kuei -!::ii (division by 7), the multiplication rhyme for 3 the supplementary num
ber of 7 and 3 in Chien-san JE,.= (See-three) being 9, you. simply add 9 below, 
the multiplication rhyme for 4 the supplementary number of 6 and 2 in Chien
erh JE,= (See-two) being 8, you simply add 8 below ; the supplementary number 
of 4 is 6, and i - (one) in Chien-i JE,- (See-one), namely 6; the supplementary 
number of 3 is 7, and i - (one) in Chien-i JE,- (See-one) namely 7. While it 
took you 35 days to memorize old reckoning rhymes, no wonder it would take 
you only one day to do the new method.) 

As previously stated, prior to YANG Hui's time there existed no reckoning 
rhymes for Ch'ung-kuei-huan-yi.ian :J'ifrW~W:. 
5. Division without the Ch 'ung-kuei-huan-yi.ian rhymes 

As previously mentioned, the earliest Chiu-kuei-ko-chi.ieh tL~mx~ (Divi
sion rhymes) did not include any Ch'ung-kuei-huan-yiian rhyme. It is true, 
YANG Hui fiw says: 

~A~m-&ma ~•=&m::::.&rum~~, ~-•~=~& 
"Nowadays, with the first place, they use the Chiu-kuei tLlihl method, but with 
the second and third they use the Shang-ch'eng ~~ method. This means that 
two methods are applied on one problem." 
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The Hsiang-ming-suan-fa !~§)f.$ (1373) published a century after YANG; 

Hui tUlfJ'. jointly by AN Chi-ch'i ~Jl:11'[- and Ho Ping-tzu {ij2f·=f describes this 
method. It will be introduced in the following. 

The book prints as k'ou-shou 1J t~ ( dictated) the following passage:-

m•®-~~' ~:n•~z, ma~:nw:n&s~~~~wn~& :n&~~~~, 
ffe.lJElm1:g:1tA, !P®-1tr1ftmtn, ~~U□~&, x®-~n~~lli 

"The Ch'ung-kuei tili1tTJ'i method is not similar to the Chi-i ®-. Speaking from 
the standpoint of the Wu-kuei n~ff,, the Ch'ung-kuei fi]F,f; is this : Seeing 5 and 

dividing it by 5 and there is no number for division left; W1,1-ch'u-tso ~~id11=:1L (If 

no dividend, make 9} refers to this. If seeing 5 and dividing it by 5 Wu-ssu-pei

tso-pa n~{:g:{tA (Five-four-make-eight) refers to this and there is no number 
for division left, subtract one and return five to the lower pface. In dividing, if 
th_e dividend is too small a number, raise one again, and return five; by which, 
the number is divided." 

Toward the end of the explanation of the Kuei-ch'u (division method), 
it says : 

~.~•®~~,~®~ea-•, ®~~~m•Mr&, ~~~~$*ffiWz, :x. 
1.i~~tz$~~~z1~~m, ZJJ\~PJ~~o_, 4-Jl'.71Jtrn1&, ~=~~i{tn=, ~::::~ir~1tn 
~, ~~~~Wft~, ~:n~~Wftn, ~~~~Wn~ ~~~~Wft~, ~A~ 
~iWnA, ~n~~wnn 

"However, when there is no dividend, subtract the amount already calculated, 
put the original• number on the lower place. Then st1,1dy the amount and calculate. 

By the way, the Ch'upg-kuei :Ji~fi~ method is only one of the varied methods_. It 
is indispensaHe. The details are listed below. 

Chien-erh-wu-ch'u-tso-chiu-erh ~=~~Wn= (See-two-no-dividend-n;iake-
nine-add-two-do:wn) ...... Chien-chiu-wu.:.ch'u-tso,-chiu-chiu J¥,j[,~~{tftft (See-
nine-no-dividend-make-nine~add-nine-down) . '' 

Only the Preface says : 

5\:JlJ~W~ !Efltf, ffe.lJ D f.stiC"i1', ~:tttiJMW®-, a~~~!~ 
"As the student first learns multiplication. and division (of the single place), he 

should learn by reciting. When he comes to the Ch 'ung-kuei tilt~ and Chi-i 
jEQ- methods, he would sometimes make errors." 

For this reason, explanations of multiplication and division are made with
out the Ch'ung-kuei-huan-yuan ;JiJf,;ti,®: method. 

As for 6589755 = 1198-

TIIIIIID 
(6 5 8 9) 

(1) Feng-wu-ch.in-i-shih ~n-Ht Meet 5, and place 10 above, 

-+ (Meet-five-:-above-ten) the remainder is I ; 
I-wu-ch'u-wu -n~n From the number itself take 

(One-five-take-five) 10, and return 5 to the place 

below. 
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I O Ill (2) Feng-wu-chin-i-shih §i3i:l1& Meet 5 and place 10 above, 

-+ (Meet-:five-above-ten) the remainder is 5. ( 1 0 5 8 9) 

I-wu-ch'u-wu -3i~3i From the number itself take 

(One-five-take-five) 10, and return 5 to the place 

below and the remainder is 

4. 

I I Ill (3) Wu-ssu-pei-tso-pa 3i[9{-ff{f Change 4 the remainder and 

( 1 1 4 5 9) )\ (Five-four-make-eight) make it 8. 

Feng-wu-chin-i-shih ~]ij~ Meet 5 and place 10 above 

-+ (Meet-five-above-ten) this, the remainder is 8. 

Wu-chiu-ch 'u-ssu-shih-wu As to the number itself, take 

3iJL~iJm+3i (Five-nine- 40 from it, ~md take 5 from 

take-forty-five) the lower place, the remainder 

is 4. 

I I ~-~1111=::.~ (4) Wu-ssi:'1-pei-tso-pa 3ill9{%ft Change 4 the remainder and 
(1. 1 9 4 4) )\ (Five-four-make-eight) make it 8. 

Take 40 from it. 

Wu-pa-ch'u-ssi:'1-shih ]i~""\~'.f; All is exhausted. 

1Z9+ (Five-eight-take-forty) 

(Note : Of the above illustrations of the block-calculation, those below (2) 

have been added by this compiler according the explanations. They are not given 
in the original.) 

Explanation: 6589+55 6 5 8 9 

(1) Feng-wu-chin-i-shih ~.Ji~-+ (Meet- -5 
(1) +l 0 

five-above-ten) -1 0 

I-wu-ch'u-wu -3i~f-;3i (One-five-take-five) +5 
5 

(2) Feng-wu-chin-i-shih ~3i{Mi-+ (Meet-five- 1 0 5 8 9 

above-ten) -5 

I-wu-ch'u-wu -3i~3i (One-five-take-five) 
(2) +l 0 

-1 0 
(3) Wu-ssu-pei-tso-pa 3ilZ9{%1tA (Five-four- +5 

make-eight) 1 4 5 9 8 
Feng-wu-chin-i-shih §i3i~-+ (Meet-five- -4 

above-ten) +8 

Wu-chiu-ch'u-ssu-shih-wu 3iJL~iJm+3i 
(3) -5 

+l 0 
(Five-nine-take-forty-five) -4 5 

(4) Wu-ssu-pei-tso-pa 3ilZ9{if{fA (Five-four- 9 4 .4 
make-eight) -4 

(4) +8 
Wu-pa-eh 'u-ssu-shih 3iA~iJm+ (Five- -4 O· 
eight-take-forty) 9 8 
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As to the above calculations, considering the calculation (1) and (2), and such 
an instance as 99801--;-999, it may be clear that these division methods were for 
block-calculation ; for they would have been too difficult for abacus operations. 
(Note. Should the Ch'ung-kuei ;j=_i)ij~ method be used here, the reckoning-rhymes 
used for the above operations would be in the following order. Feng-wu-chin-i
shih 3!3:i~-+ (Meet-five-above-ten), I-wu-ch'u-wu -3:i~li (one-five-take 
five) ; Feng-wu-chin-i-shih ~3:i~-+ (Meet-five-above-ten), I-wu-ch'u-wu 
-1i~1i (One-five-take-five) ; Chien-wu-ch'u-tso-chiu-wu %TI~~~{t}L3:i 
(See-five-no-dividend-make-ninety-five), Wu-chiu-ch'u-ssu-shih-wu 1ifL~l2Y+1i 
(Five-nine-take-forty-five) ; Wu-ssu-pei-tso-pa 1il2Yfit{1FA (Five-four-make
eight), Wu-pa-ch'u-ssu-shih 1iA~IZ9+ (Five-eight-take-forty). 
6. Development of the Kuei-ch'u-fa frf,~1.t (Division Rhyme method) 

The chiu-kuei fL]Mf, method evolved as a shortened method invented for 
division with one place divisor, through YANG Hui's days in the latter part of the 
Sung period, and by the Yuan period, it had established itself replacing the Shang
ch'u p,:ij~ method, though not as an orthodox method, but as a common usual 
method. 

The Suan-hsiieh-ch'i-meng ~~t,c~ ( 1299) by CHU Shih-chi eh *tit1~ contains 
this passage. 

~~1.t$fflM~ mw•~•A. ~~A~~r.t~~. W*~ffiili 
"I am of the opinion that as for the old method, people mostly used the Shang-
ch'u M~method. It is difficult for the beginner. Therefore, people now-a-days 
replace it by the division-rhyme method. But it is not an orthodox method." 

In view of the fact that CHU Shih-chieh who calls this anu northodox method 
fails to mention the Shang-ch'u M~ except in connection with extraction, it is 
probable that this new method had been considerably diffused by this time. 

This book contains the Chiu-kuei-ko-chueh fL]Mf,~~ (Division by one-figure 
numbers accompanied by division-rhymes) resembling the modern, which will 
be described later on, but it like those books at YANG Hui's time, fails to give 
the rhyme "Ch'ung-kuei-huan-yuan fifr-f,iilJR ". However, in view of the fact 
that_ the Chiu-kuei-ch'u-fa-men }LJMf,~~1-tF~ the First · Volume, contains the 
lines : 

r.t1Hl§1~JL+f~, 1H:W1~~~M1ft 
" When the divisor and the dividend are equal, make 90 and odd. If you meet 
with no dividend, recover the top number." Most probably the method was in 
use, though the precise phrase Ch'ung-kuei-huan-yuan :J:itiJH:ilJR does not appear. 

The reason why the Shang-ch'u AA~ method, replacing the Kuei-ch'u ~~ 
method, came to be extensively used, in my view, was because the rhymes of the 
Ch'ung-kuei-huan-yilan fifr-f,~JJR method came to be used extensively. 

The extensive practice of the Kuei-ch'u ]Mr,~ method may be known by 
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another line of the above-cited poem which says : ml1wMcn!tffetij:\j,l~l (As it comes 
down by tradition, the true history is not known). 

Now, the Chiu-kuei-ko-chileh :fL!liiWz~ represented in this book run like 
this:-

I-kuei-ju-i-chin -JtHm-{i (Division by one,· above-dividend) 
Chien-i-chin-ch'eng-shih ;!-~~+ (See-one-above-make-ten) 
Erh-i-t'ien-tso-wu =-~fp]i (Two-one-attach-make-five) 

Feng-erh-chin-i-shih ~=*-+ (Meet-one-above-ten) 
San-i-san-shih-i .=:.:-<::::+- (Three-one-make-thirty-one) 

San-erh-liu-shih-erh ::=::=7\+ = (Three-one-make-sixty-two) 

Feng-san-chin-ch'eng-shih ~=31~+ (Meet-three-above-ten) 
Ssi:'1-i-erh-shih-erh ll9-=+= (Four-one-make-twenty-two) 
Ssu-erh-t'ien-tso-wu ll9=~1-tli (Four-two-attach-make-five) 
Ssu-san-ch 'i-shih-erh ll9.=:. t+ = (Four-three-make-seventy-two) 
Feng-ssu-chin-ch'eng-shih ~12Y~JilG+ (Meet-four-above-make-ten) 
Wu-kuei-t'ien-i-pei n~~-{if (Division_ by five, attach double) 
Feng-wu-chin-ch'eng-shih ~n~JilG+ (Meet-five-above-ten) 

Liu-i-hsia-chia-ssu 7\- :F:fJDlm (Six-one-add-four-down) 
Liu-erh-san-shih-erh 7\== += (Six-two-make-thirty-two) 
Liu-san-t'ien-tso-wu 7\.=:.~1-tli (Six-three-attach-make-five) 
Liu-ssu-liu-shih-ssu 7\l2Y7\+ll9 (Six-four-make-sixty-four) 
Liu-wu-pa-shih-erh 7\TIJ\ + = (Six-five-make-eighty-two) 
Feng-liu-chin-ch'eng-shili ~7\~JvG+ (Meet-six-above-ten) 

Ch'i-i-hsia-chia-san t-TJJD.=:. (Seven-one-add-three-down) 
Ch'i-erh-hsia-'chia-liu t=r:fJD~ (Seven-two-add-six-down) 
Ch'i-san-ssi:i~shih-erh t:=: ll9+ = _(Seven-three-make-forty-two) 
Ch'i-ssu-wu-shih-wu tll9.li +n (Seven-four-make-fifty-five) 
Ch'i-wu-ch'i-shih-i -1::n-!::+- (Seven-five-make-seventy-one) 
Ch 'i-liu-pa-shih-ssi:i -!::~A+ gg (Seven-six-make-eighty-four) 
Feng-ch'i-chin-ch'eng-shih 3i'.t~JilG+ (Meet-seven-above-ten) 
Pa-i-hsia-chia-erh A-TfJo= (Eight-one-add-two..;down) 

Pa-erh-hsia-chia-ssi:i A= TJJO gg (Eight-two-add-four-down) 

Pa-san-hsia-chia-liu A= TJJD~ (Eight-three-add-six-down) 
Pa-ssu-t'ien-tso-wu All9~1-tn (Eight-four-attach-make-five) 
Pa-wu-liu-shih-erh An1'+ = (Eight-five-make-sixty-two) 

Pa-liu-ch'i-shih-ssu A7\-t+ll9 (Eight-six-make-seventy-four) 
Pa-ch'i-pa-shih-liu A -!::A +1' (Eight-seven-make-eighty-six) 

Feng-pa-chin-ch'eng-shih ~A~~+ (Meet-eight-above-ten) 
Chiu-kuei-sui-shen-hsia .:fLW;r,1%f Jrr (Division by nine, add-dividend-down) 
Feng-chiu-chin-ch'eng-shih ~:fL~JilG+ (Meet-nine-above-ten) 
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The rhymes.are 36 in all. The '\i\Tu-kuei nlMJ~ and the Chiu-kuei fLli¼'i~, with some 
omissions, are very short. 

7. Advent of the Ch'ung-kuei-huan-yi.ian tillrrri~W: rhymes. 
The method of Ch 'ung-kuei-huan-yuan fi!li1ITW: represented in the poem 

in the Suan-hsueh-ch'i-meng -~1lii'F~ first appeared in the Ting-chu-suan-fa T§•tt 
(1355). In the course of explaining problems, a line reading Ch 'ung-kuei-chiu
shih-san :riillrfi~fL+= occurs. The Suan-fa-ch'uan-neng-clzi •1:t~~~~ by CHIA Teng 
1½1¥ (CHIA T'ung Jf:ifil according to the Yung-lo-ta-tien 7k~*jtr_) admittedly pub
lished soon after this, includes under the title Ch'ung-kuei-fa 1iJE,;f;1! are the 
rhymes:-

Erh-kuei-wei-chiu-shih-erh =illiWffe.~fL+ = (Division-by-two-make-ninety-two) 
San-kuei-wei-chiu-shih-san =:JfilW-mJL+ =: (Division-by-three-make-ninety-

three) 

Ssu-kuei-wei-chiu-shih-ssu [Zgfrf,ffe.&JL+rzg (Division-by-four-make-:ninety-four) 
Wu-kuei-wei-chiu-shih-wu 3i!iffe.11L+n (Division-by-five-make-ninety-five) 
Liu-kuei-wei-chiu-shih-liu n!Mtiffe.11L+n (Division-by-six-make-ninety-six) 
Ch'i-kuei-wei-chiu-shih-ch'i --tfili~-mn+--t (Division-by-seven-make-ninety 

seven) 

Pa-kuei-wei-chiu-shih-pa Alill&ffe.111 + A (Division-by-eight-make-ninety-eight) 
Chiu-kuei-wei-chiu-shih-chiu fLJtrl-mJL+JL (Division-by-nine-make-ninety

nine) 

As to the Huan-yi.ian ~.:i:)]( method, however, we find only these lines : 
Nff"ffflf¾~ ~$&:, @-f8.I Wff-5'citt:ME 

" If after division, no dividend is left, take one from the dividend, and add the 
top number to the divide'nd)." No Huan-yi.ian ~W: rhymes are mentioned. 

The Hsiang-ming-suan-fa 1¥§!fij1:t (1373), considerably influenced by this 
book, and explaining the difference between Ch'ung-kuei ti!Rfr~ and Ch'i-i ~-, 
gives the rhyme Ch 'i-i-huan-wu @-~Ji, but with no complete explanation of it. 

The first appearance of the whole rhymes of the Huan-yuan method was only 
in the Clziu-clzang-hsian,g-clzu-pi-lei-suan-fa-ta-clz'uan JL~!¥1tl:ltfjf'ij1!::k~ ( 1450) by 
Wu Ching (Hsin-min) ~:{ff;f((1i!t). 

" Ch'ung-kuei-fa fiillff,1! (Note, 250+29 
29 250 

-mn+ = (make 92) ...... + 72 Change 2 to 9 ; add 2 down 
970 9 X 9 =81. Cannot be subtracted 

~- (subtract 1) ......... -1 

870 
r:ii:= (add 2 down) ...... + 2 

890 

from 70 ; therefore 
subtract 1, and 

add 2 down 
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8 x9 ..................... - 72 8 X 9 = 72 is subtracted 

818 

8 is the quotient and 18 the remainder. 

Erh-kuei-wei-chiu-shih-erh =l?r1rntn+= 
[Wu-ch'u-chien-i-hsia-hua,11-erh ~~if~_,. r~= (No-dividend-subtract-one, 

add-return-two-down)] 

San-kuei-wei-chiu-shih-san -:=:-Mi~ffe.lj:fL+ =: 
[Wu-ch'u-chien-i-hsia-huan-san ~~y~-T11f=: (No-dividend-subtract-one, 

add-return-three-down)] 

Ssu-kuei-wei-chiu-shih-ss11 [9JikJr~ffe,lj:fL+lm 
[Wu-ch'u-chien-i-hsia-huan-ssu ~~r~-T;i:g[9 (No-dividend-subtract-one, 

add-ret~rn-four-down)] 

Wu-kuei-wei-chiu-shih-wu nit?mt :fL +:n 
[Wu-ch'u-chien-i-hsia-huan-w\1 ~~?~-:-----rfliin (No-dividend-subtract-one, 

add-return-five-down) 

Liu-kuei-wei-chiu-shih-liu 1"~'r\rnt,t+1" 
[Wu-ch'u-chien-i-b.sia-huan-liu ~~il~-Tiifb~ (No-dividend-subtract-one, 

add-return-six-down)] 

Ch'i-kuei-wei-chiu-shih-ch'i -tllliW1f~:fL+-t 
[Wu-ch'u-chien-i-hsia-huan-ch'i ~~l~-T~t (No-dividend-subtract-one, 

add-return-seven-down)] 

Pa-lrnei-wei-chiu-shih-pa AJiwf,ffe.ljJL+ A 
[Wu-ch'u-chien-i-hsia-huan-pa ~~if~-rh[A (No-dividend-subtract-one, 

add-return-eight-down)] 

Chi u-kuei-wei-chi u-shih-chi u :fLlliri~ffe.fr :fL + :fL 
[Wu-ch'u-chien-i:-hsia-huan-chiu ~~if~-Tii:fL (No-dividend-subtract-one, 

add-return-nine-down)].'' 

This· book, in a chapter on Ho-t'u-shu-shu zµJf)l]li=~ contains a sentence 

to the effect that calculations may be conducted without using the abacus or 

reckoning-blocks; this shows that the abacus practice had been considerably 

diffused by this time. Then the Ku-clzin-suan-hsiieh-pao-chien ti"4-lf<i1'.fflli 
(preface, 1524) by WANG Wen-su ±)(~ includes the rhyme Chien-i-wu-ch'u

tso-chiu-i Jl-~~{11=::fL- (See-one-no-dividend-make-ninety-one), which had 

never before been recorded; this completed the Ch'ung-kuei :J'i]l1,,Jr~ rhymes. 

The fact that this book explains the Chung-chiu-hsiang-ch'eng ~fLt§~~ 
(Note, 999 X 999 etc.) by saying : 

~:fLffi~ ffl~*~-~~&, *~~~ 
"The Chung-chiu-hsiang-ch'eng ~7tt§* has a great deal to do with the beads. 

The abacus has not enough beads. In multiplication inconvenience is felt." 

Though the book contains no illustrations of the abacus, it is evident that the 
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book is one on abacus mathematics. 
From the foregoing, it may be seen that with the coming of books on abacus 

mathematics, beginning with thr Ku-chin-suan-hsileh-pao-chien ti"4-.fJilf~, if I 
cannot say whether the Hsiang-ming-suan-fa i1§!=J:if.ft was a book on abacus
mathematics or block-mathematics, the Ch'ung-kuei 1.lfif, rhymes on i-kuei -fti 
came and the Kuei-ch'u m_ethod (Division method practised even to-day) came 
to be roughly completed. 

I have previously stated that, in the Chiu-chang-hsiang-chu-pi-lei-suan-fa-ta
ch'ilan 71,ijtft~Ht~•?ft7\~, the Huan-yuan ~,@: rhymes are introduced as a 
supplement to the description of the Ch'ung-kuei tifi# rhymes. An independent 
treatment of this apart from the Ch 'ung-kuei t.lft~ rhymes dates froni the Shu
hsueh-t'ung-kuei t{(JJ~tfr, published in 1578 which was compiled by Ko Shang
chien ;f,µJf~~- This, as an extant book containing an illustration of the abacus, 
is preceded only by the P'an-chu-suan-fa ~~-~ (1573). 

As to under what branches, division in those days was conducted, quotations 
will be made from the Hsiang-ming-suan-fa ~§)j-1ft. 

Chiu-kuei nS ( + £,Cf 1!Pf.{ft71~ffl Jl:t1ft, %1tltr{ft7\ff&.!E9, ffl EB1ftmt5c) 
(With numbers below tens, this method is used. Start calculation with the high
est order. By means of one place multiplication, the number may be reduced 
to the original.) 

Ting-shen-ch'u n:$J'~ (@p~~lli, -+, -s, -=f, -~ziJt {.El.tr{ft-fl 
~8~~~z, ~tr&*••~. m~~~5c) 

"This is the so-called chien method. Numbers like tens, hundreds, thousands, 
. tens of thousands, only with one-place numbers on the highest place, this method 
may be operated. Operation may be started with the highest place. Using 
the chia method may be reduced to the original." 

Kuei-ch'u .f;t#~ (=+8J:.~s=f~~R1:, tr{:v:1f=-::::RYE~--E::An~, ~811:t~ 
1rz, 1:t tr 1:v:jdoc•m. m *1ft~5c) 

(In dividing numbers such as 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 of a single place on the highest 
place,. this method may be used. By means of the Cheng-fa ~1ft the numbers 
may· be reduced to the original.) They are classified into three classes : 
Namely,- a. Those with one-place divisor Chiu-kuei nlrl 

b. Those with a divisor above two places with 1 as its initial num
ber Ting-sheng-ch 'u ;t$J'~ 

c. Those with a divisor of more than 2 places but not with 2. Kuei-

ch'u -~ 
In cases with a divisor with 1, what we call Sheng-i-ch'u-fa ~'-~~ is used .. So 
it is not necessary to use the Ch 'ung-kuei iifr# method of I-kuei -f1{i. 

Using reckoning-blocks in operating the Sheng-i-ch'u-fa ~'-~~' from the 
. very nature of a calculating instrument, may have been freer and the calculation 
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simpler and quicker. 

It may be said that, the progress of calculating instrument from the reckon
ing-blocks to the abacus and the advent of the Ch'ung-kuei ti.lfhl rhymes on I
kuei -if, between the last part of the 15th century and the beginning of the 16th 
century, played a prominent part in the development of calculation when, as a 
result of the perfection of the Kuei-ch 'u-ko-chi.i.eh JM#~Wc~ the division performed 
by the reckoning-blocks was now superseded by that performed by the reckoning
blocks. 

8. Decline of the Sha:rig-ch 'u ~~ method 
That division in ancient times was the Shang-ch 'u method like that de$cribed 

in the Sun-t;:JJ-suan-ching fffi-=f JU~.; and against this Shang-ch 'u method there 
arose the Chiu-kuei jr,)lli'r, method as a shortened form in case the divisor is of one 
place, and this method, after YANG Hui ;f:J)J$ came to be extended and applied 
to a divisor of more than two places ; 

That the Kuei-ch 'u ~~ method prior to the existence of the Oh 'ung-kuei
huan-yuan tiMJ~Jffi method, had little raison d?etre as a method of division; 

That, therefore, in such times the Chiu-kuei fL]Mj~ method only had a raison 
d'etre as a shortened form for division with a divisor of one place. 

That, at the time of the Suan-hsiieh-ch'i-meng JJ~f!1F~, in spite of the fact 
that the Kuei-ch'u method was rejected as unorthodox method, as stated previous
ly, the Kuei-ch'u tni method when combined with the Ch'ung-kuei-huan-yuan 
tiS~m( method, abruptly began to display its excellence as a worthy method 
of division. 

Now, what became of the Shang-ch'u ~~ method branded as the orthodox 
method by CHu Shih-chieh *iit{f.? 

The Suan-hsiieh-ch'i-meng JJ~!MF~ includes not as a method of division by 
means of the Shang-ch'u method, but only as a calculative method necessary for 
extraction of ·roots; 

The Suan-fa-ch'iian-neng-chi J$:$½~g~ says : 

;tt$~B!J, liP□nSiH~§51-~fL71-, n:Jn~11:~g51--+ s=f•1;-, s~x_p_ ~@B-==
+~~~¥z~ ~-~-$~~~$z51-, ~*A~~ M~~~~$z~, *~• 
JJ:l:•~, ~~•:=M-z,t~, ~JJ:l:$BIJ:;flffflu!g, x~~~-~;ttr~~-. . 

"To compare these different methods : The Chiu-kuei jr,]lliJi method only deals 
with divis~on for the numbers from 1 to 9. The Ting-shen-ch'u YE:::!w~ method 
deals with division for numbers with divisors with 1 on the top place, such as 
11-19, 101-199, 1001-1999. The Kuei-ch'u S~ method deals for numbers 
with 2 more places divisors such as 21-99, 201-999, 2001-9999. Now, this 
method, the Shang-ch 'u -~ method combines all these three methods. But 
if you wish speedy calculation, it is not equal to the three former methods. Lest 
this method should confuse the student's mind, it has not been described in the 
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book. However, as this method might be utilized elsewhere, it is impossible 
to ignore the method." 

Again, in the Hsiang-ming-suanj'a ~§J=i-~, it is said: 

ffij~~iw•rm~iL, 11:t-1~trztr1PdLwr#Jt$t~1MJ~~i~~, ®t@lfr1~~:;f£",&tHt, .1.E!.~:1JJW 
£', ri:ij~, iiJ)FPJ lOl;~. 

"In the Shang-ch'u method, division is done by consideration. This one method 

also combines the three methods, namely, the Chiu-kuei JLEfit,, the Ting-shen-ch'u 

7£$1'~ and the Kuei-ch'u )fr)~~- If one is versed only in the Kuei-ch'u li\iW~~' one 

need not learn this. Only in extracting squares, this Shang-ch'u p;ij~ is absolutely 
necessary.'' 

In this way, the Shang~ch'u method came to exist only as a calculative me

thod necessary only Jor extraction of roots. · 

As the rise of mathematics among the common people in the Ming period 

was primarily prompted by practical calculation, it needed no such high-class 

calculation as extraction of roots, but learned and developed only what was 

needed; therefore the existence of the Shang-ch'u method became more and 
more faint. 

(Note: A word may be necessary for the relation·ship between evolution and 

the Shang-ch 'u method. 

In the earliest period, the method of extraction of roots like the Shang

ch 'u method described in the Sun-tzu-suan-ching t*=f.ti¥, consisted of the 

way of putting the quotient (ffij) above the product (ff.) 
In later times, however, as described in the Hsiang-ming-suanj'a !t§J=I ffe. 

~ "%ij1if&Z:½-11pfl.rJ{i[Jl5" which ineans the_ quotieht (p;ij) and the dividend ('It) 
are distributed to two. positions with by outting the quotient to the left of 

the dividend, the· operation was shifted so as to favor the view that the 

abacus appeared in order to supersede the iJJ (block-'matherriatics). 

Furthermore, as represented in the Suan-fa-t'ung-tsung -~Mt*; abacus 

mathematics advanced so far as to solve multiplication, division, extraction 

of roots, it became impossible to say that so for as e:ktraction of roots was 

concerned, they had to avail themselves of the Shang-ch'u method. There

fore, attention must be paid to the fact that the Shang-th 'u method was not 

always for extraction of roots.) 

9. Conclusion 

The foregoing is a general survey, up to approximately the middle of the 

Ming period, of divisioi1. methods (the Sharig-ch'u-fa ~~~ and the Kuei~ch'u

fa WrW~~) in China, and a history of the establishment of the Kuei-ch'u.:.fa. 

A study of the group of those mathematical bbdks would show a shift from 

those on block-mathematics to those on the abacus ehsti.ing the completion of the 

Kuei-ch'u-ko-chueh ]M\~~:gfk~, which introduced an era of popularity for the 
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abacus in the Ming period, and after this, it was thought that the Kuei-ch 'u-fa 
flw~r:t: was the only method of division for the abacus ; and as the construction 
of the abacus fitted the Kuei-ch'u method so perfectly as if it had been constructed 
for operating the Kuei-ch'u method, the Kuei-ch'u method and the abacus were 
considered as related to each other, and even in later times nobody ever doubted 
their relationship. The idea of connecting the advent of the Kuei-ch'u-ko
chi.i.eh JMrfiiW(~ with the origin of the abacus would be proved to be entirely in
adequate if we carefully investigated :-(a) the purpose for which the Kuei-chu
ko-chi.ieh came into being; (b) how it was revised and improved; (c) how it 
se~·ved to heighten the value of mathematics; and (d) how it succeeded in ex
pelling the Shang-ch 'u iWii method. 

Chapter III 

The Theory that Holds that the Abacus was Introduced 

to Replace Suan-mu •* (Reckoning-Blocks) 

This is the theory that h()l_ds that in place of the wooden blocks used in suan
mu •* calculation, the abacus with beads came to replace them, that the abacus 
appeared to replace the suan-mu as a reckoning instrument. 

The fact that the numerical expression of the reckoning-blocks contains 
an idea of five and the abacus likewise 'the idea of five beads may lead one to favor 
this view. However, the reckoning-blocks and the abacus are not the only cases 
where the idea of five is made use of. The fact supplies no definite ground for 
the argument. 

Even if this view were taken as an adequate view, the fact that since the 
Cho-keng-lu ,~f3t~ (1366) by T'Ao Tsung-i (Nan-ts'un) ~WJtHi (P-?ITtt) contains the 
expression suan-p'an-chu -~~ and the common saying on "the three beads", 
and the Ching-hsiu-hsin-sheng-wen-chi r~l{~,1i:lE.X~ (1279) contains a poem on the 
abacus, it may be considered that the practice of the abacus must· have been 
diffused considerably by these times, and therefore the. date of the introduction 
of the abacus must go further back. 

However, even in those days, as has been discussed in Chapter II, the cal
culations in multiplication and division were classified as folllows : 

~ it * l:t: 

(1) 
(Division) 

71, frf, l:t: 
( one-place multiplier, or (Chiu-kuei-fa) 

divisor) 

(2) t:t:={:v:0-J: 

(Multiplication) 

. ~ l:t: 
(Yin-fa) 
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(more han one-place multiplier 

or divisor) 

a. ft;. it 1 $]'7~~$ $J'Ji-:1JD$ 
when the top number ( Shen-wai-chien-fa) ( Shen-wai-chia-fa) 

is I 

b. ft;. it 2-9 Jh-1 ~ ft;. i?®:*$ 
when the top number (Kuei-ch'u-fa) (Liu-t'ou-ch'eng-fa) 

is from 2 to 9. 

In case the top number of the multiplier or divisor was I, before the Kuei

ch 'u-fa had not yet been adopted, it had to be operated by the Shen-wai-chien-fa 

~:7~1~ff;.. Under such circumstances, over against the block-reckoning which 

was far easier in analysing numbers than the abacus which with five beads 

fixed on the bar was much more restricted than the blocks,-especially when the 

abacus was to be a thing for the common people who more than anything depend

ed upon practical mathematics, it would be quite questionable to hold that the 
abacus was invented as a calculative instrument to serve as the substitute for the 

reckoning-blocks, and that it was developed from the idea ofthe reckoning

blocks. 

Chapter IV. 

The Theory that Identifies the Advent of the P'an-chu-chi 

ltEt* and Tsou-p' an-chi jE~* with that of 
the Abacus 

This view, on account of the appearance of the titles P'an-chu-chi fllt~~ and 

Tsou-p'an-chi 5:Efllt~ mentioned among the Suan-hsi.ieh-yi.ian-liu •l-H~mt 
(Mathematical sources) at the end of the Suan-fa-t'ung-tsung •$i15E* Preface 

159 2, regardsthem as the oldest books on abacus calculation and incidentally as 

the time of the advent of the abacus. 

The Suan-hsiieh-yiian-liu •tlt~ffi in the Suan-fa-t'ung-tsung •$i15E* will be 

cited in the following. 

Printed in the 7th year of Yi.ian-feng 5cl'- of Sung (1084) frJ+=i=A5W-ii', 
xtUrIT1+lf.1tJZ: (reprinted at T'ing-chou-hsi.ieh-chiao IT1+lf1tJZ:.) 

Huang-ti-chiu-chang ~WJL~, Chou-pi-suan-ching mlf-'fiki¥, Wu-ching-suan-fa n *~•ft;.• Hai-tao-suan-ching rflf:~•t&, Sun-tzu-suan-fa f'ff-~•ff;., Chang-ch'iu-chien

suan-fa *E:~-$, Wu-ts'ao-suan-fa nfr.$, Ch'i-ku-suan-fa ~1:i-$, Hsia-hou

yang-suan-fa ][~m-fl:;., Suan-shu-shih-i •t~;J%;ii. 
Since Yi.ian-feng 5cl'- (1078-1085), Shao-hsing ~"- (1131-1162) and 
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Chun-hsi :riN~ (1178-1189), many editions were published. And those who had 
seen or heard of them wrote books are, 

1-ku-ken-yiian itti:rN:iJJR, 1-ku-suan-Ja ~j:j:.m, Clzeng-ku~suan-ja i1tj:j:.m, 
Ming-ku-suan-fa §J:lj:j-~, Pien-ku-suan-fa ;J]f1r.m, Ming-yiian-suan-fa §J=JiJJR• 
~' Chin-k'o-suan-ja :s1z:fil--~, Chih-nan-suan-fa ti§T¥S.~, Ying-yung-suan-Ja 
J.(~}=if/;.f$, Ts'ao-t'ang-suan-ja WricJJ.~, Chia-hsien-chiu-chang }1~,71-, T'ung
wei-clzi iffifl~, T'ung-chi-chi ~m~~' P'an-chu-chi IW~~' Tsou-p'an-chi :;d§:~m, 
San-yiian-hua-ling-ko =: jc{t!f:Mx, Ling-ching ~t~, Ling-shih ~ft. 
In the eras of Chia-ting .AE, Hsien-ch'un ffi..X:~, and Te-yu 1in1fi, several 
books were reprinted. 
Hsiang-chieh-huang-ti-chiu-chang i¥ ;tW ~ ,W,71., Hsiang-chieh-jih-yung-suan-f a i¥ 

fW S .ffl.~, Cheng-ch'u-t'ung-pien-Pen-mo *~®~**' Hsii-ku-chai-ch'i-hsiang-ming-, suan-ja fJttitl~-~' '-all these are found in YANG Hui's Chai-c/z'i :m•ffi~. 
Hsiang-ming-suan-fa ~§Jf~t~, Chiu-chang-t'ung-ming-suan-fa ,71-~§]'I-~, Clzih

ming-suan-fa ti§§l=J-~, Chiu-chang-pi-lei-suan-fa n•lUJ-~, Suan-hsueh-t'ung-yen 
-~~fTr, Chiu-chang-hsiang-chu-suan-fa n•~tt:.m, Ch'i-meng-fa-ming-suan-fa ,§~ 
~l~)fJ~, lvla-chieh-kai-cheng-suan-fa ,~1~~IE-~, Clzii-ku-suan-shu 1D~x:.1fi, Cheng
ming-suan-fa IE§J'I:.~; Suan-li-ming-chieh -~OO}W, Chung-ming-suan-fa :moo-~, 
Ting-cheng-suan-fa UlE-~, Tse-yuan-hai-ching 1}!1J ln1 mJ:@'J'p_, Hu-shih-hsien-shu ~*5:Miur, 
Suan-lin-pa-ts'ui •#tl¥, 1-hung-suan-fa -~-~' Yung-chang-suan-ja •--~, 
Chiu-chang-hsiang-t'ung-suan-fa ,71ijI~jj-l.t. 

So it happens that the P'an-chu-chi and the Ts'ou-p'an-chi are mentioned 
among the books reprinted since Yuan-feng jc_l'., Shao-hsing ir,8~ and Ch'un:-hsi wfm, in different editions written by those who had seen or heard of them. 

Considering the expression " seen or heard· of", it is· not clear whether 
CH'ENG Ta-i fi*{.ll, the author of the Suan-fa-t'ung-tsung actually saw this book. 

According to this, the P'an-chu-chi and the Tsou-p'an-chi, along with the Chih
nan-suan-Ja ti§T¥S•r:t are found among the books printed since Yilan-feng, Shao
hsing, and Ch 'un-hsi, and the Jih-yung-suan-ja S ffl -~ Cheng~clzu-t'ung1Jien-pen
mo *~-im~+JK by YANG Hui ~- is among the books reprinted during the eras 
years of Chia-ting •AE (1208-1223), Hsien-ch'un m!ZW: (1265-1274) and Te
yu 1iffffi (1275). 

As stated in Section II, judging from the evolution of the Kuei-ch'u-fa JlW# 
~~$ as represented in the Chih-nan-suan-fa t~m:.1.t or the rang-hui-suan-ja :tl 
--~ it could not be imagined that, chronologically speaking, the P'an-chu-chi 
or the Tsou~p'an-chi, had adopted in its calculative operations multiplication and 
division methods like the Kuei-chu-fa ~i~l.t or Liu-t'ou-ch'eng-fa fg~*f:t as 
the abacus books of later times dated after the middle of the Ming period. 

Simply because of the resemblance in the ideographs for the abacus or of 
the possibility of associating it with the abacus, it could not be possible to deter-
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mine the date of the advent of the abacus. If inferred from this kind of theory, 

relationships with the abacus might be established from, 

Lr Shao-ku ::$:;ffl~: Ch'iu-i-chih-chang-suan-shu-hsilan-yao Jjt-}~$jJ,'tijq1;:~ 

Hsu Jen-mei t4d=~ : Ts'eng-ch'eng-hsiian-i-suanja :Ly}fjjt"jz-jffk ( or Ts'eng

ch'eng-hsuan-i-Ja trtfiJ;:tc;: -f.k) 

]EN Hung-chi 1:f:§L~: 1-i-suan-fa-wen-ta -1ft:Wf.kFi=r~~ Fa-suan-k'ou-chiieh 

fkjJ p [#: ( or Suan-fa-k' ou-chueh :Wffi p ~) 

Wu-ts'ao-ch'eng-ch'u-chien-i-chieh-li-suanja :EJV*~Jt-it1Yu•~ 
Ch'iu-i-suanja Jjt-JJffi 

Chieh-fa-ch 'iu-i-hua-ling-ko fW1.tJjt-1t~§ffz 

Among the mathematical books included in the Sung-shih-i-wen-chih *.Ee.~)( 

~' Ch'ung-wen-tsung-mu ~t>'t3ri* §I in the Chung-kuo-suan-hsiieh-shih r.p ~1fl1.Ef2. (p. 

87ff.) by Lr Yen *,flt& and the Suanja-hsu-shuo JJ1.tr¥itt, Ch'eng-ch'u-suan-li * 
~JJ,(Yu included in the Pi-shu-sheng-hsu-pien-tao-ssu-ku-shu-mu t0•~;t,J~{fJffif!JIZ9J!JUI= §I 

officially compiled during Shao-hsing ;'f-BJ!f (1131~1162) of the Sung dynasty. 

If the P'an-chu-chi and the Tsou-p'an-chi had been abacus books, the calcula

tive methods adopted by the books should have been the Chin-eh 'an-t'o-ku-fa 

:frt:-llJt~~ and the Erh-chu-shih-chueh =* P[R: referred to in the following 

chapter. 

Now that these two books have been lost sight of, it could only be supposed 

that they were exactly like the Cho~keng-lu lit#~ widely diffused, and the abacus 

which was especially handy in calculations in addition and subtraction came to 

be slowly but extensively diffused among the people at large. It would seem too 

far-fetched a view to identify the advent of these books with that of the abacus. 

Chapter V 

The Theory that Holds that the Abacus was 

Introduced from Rome 

In the Introductory, it has been pointed out that the extreme resemblance 

in the construction of the abacus introduced in the Shu-shu-chi-i JvJfg~;ii with 

the grooved Roman abacus and the economic and ideological significance which 

supports them make us infer that the Chinese abacus came from Rome, or other

wise it is in extremely intimate relations with the Roman. And as to the trade 

conducted between China and Rome in those days,- the present writer has treated 

it in full detail in his Chugoku Soroban Oboegaki l=flil-~Jl:i,: (Notes on the Chinese 

Abacus), Keizai Shilshi *~1Jititt, published by the Nihon University, Department 

of Economics. 
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In the present section the issue will be explained from the standpoint of 
calculation. 

1. The origin of the modern abacus calculation method 
Calculation by means of the reckoning-blocks practised in ancic;nt China, 

as described in Chapter II, began with that of multiplying and dividing the 
dividend, divisor or multiplier, and quotient put down in three columns, the 
top, the middle, and the bottom, which is described in the Sun-t;;;:,t't-suan-ching ~-=f
JU,I. This was advanced toward simplification until every simplified method such 
as Shen-wai-chia-fa Jir1'~:1JD~, Shen-wai-chien-fa ~1'H1~~' Ohuan-ch'eng tJ*, 
and for division the Kuei-ch'u ~~ method and for multiplication the Liu-t'ou 
W®f method was adopte,d. All these changes were materialized by means of 
reckoning-blocks. 

Now beginning with the ancient books included in the Suan-ching-shih-shu 
JU~+;:, a~1d containing with the Yang-hui-suan-fa ;f1bJ;f-~, Suan-hsileh-ch'i-meng • 
~!JM:~, Suan-fa~ch'ilan-neng-chi -~½!!§~, Ting-chil-suan-fa T§:-~, Hsiang-ming
suan-fa ~~!JfJ~,~all the groups of the reckoning-blockbooks from ancient times, 
through Sung, Yuan, and early Ming periods, our study will show all these changes 
in calculation. 

After the middle of the Ming period we notice the appearance of the groups 
of abacus calculation books. Every one of them describe multiplication and divi
sion by means of the reckoning-blocks-like their predecessors, e~pound the Kuei
ch'u-fa ii~~' the Liu-t'ou-ch'eng-fa W®)JE~~ and every other simplified calcula
tion. 

As to a sudden diffuse of the abacus after the middle part of the Ming period 
several reasons might be offered. Speaking from the standpoint of calculation, 
however, the ancient reckoning-block method of calculation by putting down 
numbers in three columns, the top, the middle, and the bottom was so sim
plified that calculation became possible by. arranging side by side the dividend 
and divisor or multiplier and so developed that calculation was smoothly conduct
ed by use of a calculator named abacus, and that it became possible to shift the 
Kuei-ch'u ~~ method and the Liu-t'ou ,\jID'.{ method upon the· abacus. ' The 
instrument became diffused and its characteristics, its simplicity as an calculator, 
and its absolute advantage as addition and subtraction calculator came to be 
recognized. This certainly was a chief reason for its replacing the reckon
ing-blocks during the middle part of the Ming period which emphasized practical 
mathematics. 

In other words, the abacus which had been used from ancient times, after 
the middle part of the Ming period, suddenly became a favorite of the day when 
the people learned thoroughly to assimilate the calculative method of the reckon
ing-blocks and succeeded to shift it upon the abacus. 
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(Note : This may be demonstrated by the Chiu-chang-hsiang-chu-pi-lei-suan

fa-ta-ch'iian }L~WtlJt~•tt*½, and the Ku-chin-suan-hsiielz-pao-chien tr4-JJ 
~Jf~.) 

2. Abacus calculation in the earliest stage 

Success in shifti1~g the Kuei-ch'u j;µ~ method and the Liu-t'ou ii'~ method 

for calculating by means of the reckoning-blocks was the principal reason for 

the popularity of the abacus, as already stated. 

Now, prior to this time, how had the abacus been used for multiplication and 

division? Now that most of the mathematical books from the Suan-ching-shih

shu JU~+t: to the Yang-hui-suan-fa ;fj)\$:.tt have been lost sight of the full details 

could not be known. However, multiplication by means of the abacus prior 

to the invention of the Kuei-ch'u method and the Liu-t'ou method is described 

in the abacus calculation books written at the last part of the 16th century. It 

was presumably conducted by primitive calculative methods called Chin-ch'an-

. t'o-ku-fa 11z:!k¥H3t~f.t and Erh-chi.i-shih-chueh =1PJ*~· 
Comparison of the above-mentioned mathematical books on the reckoning

blocks, prior to the middle part of the Ming period, and the later abacus books, 

'with reference to various calculative methods, would show a difference-a 

characteristic-. 

Such abacus books of the Ming period as the P'an.:.chu-suan-fa ~~Hff.t (1573), 

the Shu-hsiieh-t'ung-kuei ffi:iHilifiJL (1578), and the Suan-fa-t'ung-tsung :.rt:~* 
(with the Preface, 1592) which all carry illustrations of the abacus, in addition 

to the Kuei-ch'u method and the Liu-t'ou method of multiplication and division 

described in the reckoning-block books, describe the Chin-ch'an-t'o-ku-fa 4ii:!1!¥IDt 
~f.ft and the Erh-chi.i-shih-chueh =1PJ*~ which are supposed to represent the 

most primitive method of multiplication and division by means of progressive 

addition and subtraction. 

(Note: The ancient division method, namely the Shang-ch'u jm~ method is 

quite briefly described only in the Suan-fa-t'ung-tsung -~im*•) 
This primitive method of multiplication and division by means of progressive 

addition and subtraction is not represented in the books on the reckoning-blocks. 

It is found-in the Chiu-chang-hsiang-chu-pi-lei-suan-fa-ta-ch'iim{ }L-i~~t~~-tk*½ 
which ·makes the transition from the group of books on the block-mathematics 

to the group of books on abacus mathematics, but not in the Ku-chin-suan-hsiieh

pao-chien ti"4--~JJ(~. 
As the Chin-ch'an-t'o-ku-fa 4ii:!1!¥IT5l~f.ft and the Erh-chu-shih-chiieh =1:u*~ 

thus become an issue, they may be introduced here. 

a. The Chin-ch'an-ch'eng-fa-i 11z:m¥*fk~ (Explanation of Chin-ch'an mul

tiplication) 

IT-ffl n*m1:.ztt 1iifi:-ffmJJ?:tt, xfi:-li1ifk, .R ii:~=1Jo1i*-fi5c, xii:;{§-
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:tmJffi~1Joz, 5E9=:tm,ftf~1Joz, :tm*-:E11i1tJ;JIZ.9:51, 1lt*ffe.~if, tl-:t'\t11Z.9:51ffeb~, 
xm•-iim~, ~-ffi=HA0, ll¥~5E9-~:t'\IZ.9, ;EQ=~-=~ R~=~~~ *~' ~1fEif1fJi=Jy:, :Jcffil![rffi:;IJQ;z, X~, ll¥frD:;IJQ~Ni{ft, i§+:;IJO:k{ft, ::f:'.!.*{ft-1:!L 

" No multiplication rhyme is used. Only put down one original multiplicand 
and only one doubled multiplicand. If you subtract 2, add to a doubled mul
tiplicand. If you take off I, you return the original multiplicand. And if you 
move up 1, add it as in the original multiplicand. 

If the price of one hu :frJo[- of rice is 6 eh 'ien ti and 4 fen 0, the rice is put 
down as multiplicand if, and 6 eh 'ien and 4 fen as multiplier, and another double 
multiplier is put down, and one liang p.ffi two ch'ien ti and 8 fen 0 is obtained. 
The rhyme for this says :-Ch'i-i-chia-liu-ssu 5E9~:;IJQ:f'\IZ.9 (Take-one-add-sixty
four,) Ch'i-erh-chia-i-erh-pa 5E9=1Jo-=A (Take-two-add-one-hundred-twenty
eight). These two rhymes will replace the method of multiplication .. Now, 
put the number below the quotient and multiplying the number successively, 
add the numbers. When ju :tzn (itself) is called, add to the place above one, 
and shih + (ten) is called, add to the next highest place. Don't put it on the 
number itself." 

Explanation I. To multiply a number by 64, put down as multipliers 64 and 
2 X 64 = 128, and for each I taken from the multiplicand, add 64 to the product 
and for 2 taken from the multiplicand, add 128 to the product; thus continue 
operation in succession. 

Explanation 2. As for 7x64 = 448 

I: ~ ~ 
multiplicand product multiplier 

7 64 and 128 
Take 2 and add 128 -2 

128 

" -2 
128 

" -2 
128 

Take I and add 64 ......... -1 
64 

0 448 
b. The Chin-ch'an-kuei-ch'u-fa-i ~~MI~~$~ (Explanation of the Chin-

ch'an division) 

::ffflJml!lz;W&:, 1Hm=-i'rmlffi$, xm:-ii~~~, R~, 11=~1tf, ~-~Jffi, r~~Jlfil 
Jt-, m:4~~gJtn, .x~, llg-fr□lffi~~z, llgnfr□4$~z. 
:tzo~Hn~IZ.90J(*-:E, j~•iH1%.1it, t'-:t'\ftjlZ.90~;~, 3(;s1JM-fii4~, 1~=~=:51, 
ll¥~~-~~IZ.9, ~n~=~ R~=~t1-~s~, ~~•~11:t :kffi~z, x~ 
~nJt~~ *-~;&, ~~~*& 

"Neither the Chiu-kuei-chi.i .fLfrfii]-the division rhymes nor the multiplication 
rhymes are employed. Only an original divisor is put down with another in 
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a halved divisor. You recite : "Advance 2, and subtract twice as many. Add 1 
and return I to the original." You say : when the position is I above itself, 
and halving is equal to five of itself. As to advance l as in the original divisor, 
is equal to subtracting it, and as the halved dividor is called " Subtracting it". 

To buy one hu ffll of rice with 6 eh 'ien ~ 4 fen 5t. The money is put down 
as the quotient, with 64 fen as the divisor. At the same time, a halved divisor, 
32 fen. You recite : " For every one you advance, you take away 64 ; and for 
every 5; you advance, you take away 32." These two rhymes take the place 
of the division rhymes. In all cases, the number is put before the dividend, 
and. subtracted successively. Another rhyme says: "In advancing 5, it is 
desireable that one should advance l on the place above itself and not pile it on 
itself." 

As for 576--;-64 = 9-

For dividing 576 by 64, the divisors are put as 64 and 32 (a half) ; as you 
subtract 64 from the dividend, you add 1 to the result, and as you further sub
tract 32, you add 05 to the result; you may calculate the rest successively. 

jf #3. 
dividend divisors 

64 and 32 Subtract 32 
Advance 5 5 

5 7 6 
-3 2 

Subtract 64 5 

Advance I 

2 5 6 
-6 4 

Subtract 64 6 

Advance 1 I 

I 9 2 
-6 4 

Subtract 64 7 

Advance 1 

I 2 8 
-6 4 

Subtract 64 8 6 4 
Advance 1 I -6 4 

9 0 
The foregoing is from the Shu~hsiieh-t'ung-kuei 1&~iffi.igfi. 

c. The Erh-chil-shih-chi.ieh =10¥Wc (Coupled reckoning rhymes). 

~~~~~ ffi~~~~ ~-~~~~m-~#3., ffiffiffl~m ~ ~*~•~ 
{iL;m~-, ~ffj-1ftffi1JD~~1&ill, 111, ~~1ftitfiJ3lfil-1ft;m, oNF-fj-1ftffi~~#3.1&-l:11i, 
'/t~lril~1& 

'If there is a dividend, advance to the position skipping the one above it; if no 
dividend, advance to the place immediately above it; divide on the place skip
ping one place using the only original divisor, and with no number for halving 
or doubling. But in multiplication, conduct it successively from the bottom num
ber of the dividend. In division, put 1 as the dividend on the position immediately 
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above and divide the number of the original divisor skipping one place. Repeat 

this operation. When the dividend is exhausted, you will have obtained the 

answer.'' 

Explanation 1. The idea is similar to that of the Chin-ch'an-t'o-ku-fa; only 

neither halving nor doubling is used, but only progressive subtraction by means 

of the original divisor. 

Explanation 2. 7 X 64 = 448 320+5 = 64 

multiplicand Dividend 

• • 7 Subtract 64 320 
Subtract 1 -1 64 and add 1 +l -64 
and add 64 6 

--
64 1 256 

-1 64 " +l -64 
" ---- ---

5 128 2 192 

" -1 64 " +l -64 
---- ---

4 192 3 128 

" -1 64 " +l -64 
---- ·-----

3 256 4 64 
" -1 64 " +l -64 

-- --
2 320 5 0 

" -1 64 
----

1 384 

" -1 64 
--

0 448 

The above are from the Suan-Ja-t'ung-tsung -~ME*· The division method 
is represented in the K aisanki ~-fi:, (Printed in Ja pan, 1659). 

When the books on, abacus mathematics explain such excellent calculative . 

methods as the Kuei-ch'u-fa ~~~ and the Liu:-t'ou-ch'eng-fc1; i?M*~ which 

are borrowed from the books on block~mathematics, why should they mention 

such primitive multiplication and division methods as the Chin-ch'an-t'o-ku-fa 

~!l!'ffilt~~ and the Erh-chi.i-shih-chi.ieh =1rrt~ which are operated by means 

of progressive subtraction and are never mentioned in the books on block

mathematics? It must be admitted before anything else that these calculative 

methods could not be independent of the aba~us. 

This must mean that, though the books on abacus mathematics of the Ming 

period borrowed the Kuei-ch'u-fa and ]tii~~ the Liu-t'ou-ch'eng-fa "i?M*~ 
and adopted them as the multiplication and division methods for the abacus, they 

had to include the primitive methods the Chi~-ch'an-t'o-ku-fa and the Erh-ch-U

shih-chi.ieh which had become so diffused among the people prior to the Ming 

period. 

Ko Shang-ch'ien ;J:"ITJt~~' under Fang-t'ien-chang JJS3~ in his Shu-hsueh
t'ung-kuei ltg1jj$'L ( 15 78) says : 
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~m=~~~,~m~~~~*-~'~m~A~~,x~mE~~"*-~,x~m ~-r.t ... 
"In place of dividing by 24, sometimes division by 4 and division by 6 are used 
each once ( 4 X 6 = 24) ; sometimes division by 3 and division by 8 are used (3 X 8 
= 24) ; or sometimes multiplication by 5 and division by 6 each once; or the 
Chin-ch'an-fa ~!11¥~ is used." 
3. Relationship with the Roman abacus 

It has been pointed out that from the fact that the books on, abacus mathema
tics published during the middle part of the Ming period, while borrowing the 
Kuei-ch'u method and the Liu-t'ou-ch'eng method which are the multiplication 
and division methods of block-mathematics, mention apart from them the Chin
ch'an-t'o-ku-fa and the Erh-chu-shih-chi.ieh, progressive addition and subtraction 
were the very calculative methods which had been used for the abacus prior to 
the Kuei-ch'u and Liu-t'ou-ch'eng methods. In the present section, a few more 
remarks will be made in this connection. 

Accounts of the abacus in Chinese bibliography, as has been introduced in 
the Introductory, occur in the Shu-shu-chi-i ~filf~Ei! written by Hsu Yo 1,"Rffi 
(the last part of the 2nd century) of the last part of the Latter Han period, and 
annotated by CHEN Luan llifl (the middle part of the 6th century) of the Northern 
Chou. 

The phrase chu-suan ~- occurs'in this; and the Notes by CHEN Luan the 
represents the prototype of the modern abacus. 

For a long time after this, there was no record whatever of the abacus. In 
the explanatory notes in the Suan-ching JU~ by HsrnH Ch 'a-wei ~f ~1~ of the 
Sung· period, the following words are given. 

Chung i:p (middle) •ttzi:p (the centre of the abacus.) 
The exact date of this book is not known, but probably of the Sung dynasty 

(960-1279). 

The Ching-hsu-hsien-sheng-wen-chi T'f-fr1~nlEX~ (Bk. 5) by Lrn Yin J1J~ of 
the Yuan period (1248-1293) contains a five-word quartrain on the abacus. 
The book is said to have been writteri in 1279. 

Then under the item Ching-chu #~ in the Cho-keng-lu ifIJ~iM'{ (1279) there 
occurs the account of the joke of "the three beads." 

After the middle part of the Ming period, the phrase abacus is found in the 
following books on abacus mathematics. 

The Chiu-chang-hsiang-ch'u-pi-lei-suan-Ja-ta-ch'ilan }L•~ttJM~JtJr.t*~ ( 1450). 
The Ku-chin-suan-hsileh-pao-chien 15"4'.jffHI (Preface, 1524) ; and the 

mathematical books after the last part of the Ming peiod, beginning with the 
P'an-chu-suan-Ja tt~-~ (1573), all carry the illustrations of the abacus. 

Thus the accounts of the abacus are so extremely scarce, and for this pro-
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longed blank period, no bibliographical data whatever are found. 
Let us now turn to the grooved Roman abacus which was almost contem

poraneous and similar in construction with the abacus represented in the Shu
shu-chi-i #[~J!rf!i}iit and that in a period during which the two countries traded 
with each other. Let us compare the two abacuses from the standpoint of cal
culation. 

Concerning the Roman abacus, Florian CAJORI : A History of Elementary 
Mathematics, with hints on methods of teaching, revised and enlarged edition, New 
York, 1917 (translated into Japanese and annotated by Dr. Kinnosuke OGURA 
;J .... j;~iL,11}1) remarks : " In abacus calculation multiplication or division was 
conducted by repeating addition or subtraction." 

Rene TATON, the French scholar: "Histoire du calcul ", (translated by Ken 
KoBORI 1]...,#m;i;, 1951) says to this effect. " The calculative theory of the abacus 
school is a product of studying the elementary Egyptian calculative operations,
namely addition, subtraction, doubling, halving, multiplication and division.
Addition and subtraction were operated on the abacus. In those days apis were 
used, so that the number of the check cards had decreased. 

Doubling is a simpled way of adding two equal numbers. This was begun 
with the right end column. It must be remembered that to move the first col
umn, the second column, etc. up to the left by one column meant multiplying by 
10, by 100, etc ....... , ...... Multiplication amounted to doubling, multiplying by 
I 0, multiplying by 100, etc ..... : .and to conducting addition in succession. 
These operations may be managed so easily by using the abacus. 

For example, multiplying 423 by 4 7 will amount to conducting the fol-
lowing operations : 

423x7 = 423+(423x2)+(423x2) x2 = 2,961 
423x40 = [(423x2)x2]x10 = 16,920 
423x47 = 423x40+423x7 = 2,961+16,920 = 19,881 

The Roman Abacus 
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The Abacus with mobile beads in the top and bottom compartments 
described in the Shu-shu-chi-i as pictured by this writer 

Division amounted to a repetition of subtraction operations, and extraction 
of roots amounted to a repetition of analysis· operations." Now, this method is 
exactly similar to the Chin-eh 'an-t'o-ku-fa 3E!R¥JJ5t~~ of China already referred 
to. Therefore, considering the following facts : 

a. Resemblance in construction between the abacus described in the Shu-shu
chi-i Jtt1il'~tc:tlt and annotated by CHEN Luan ~le and the grooved Roman 
abacus. (See the illustrations,) 

b .. Trade then carried on between. China and Rome; 
c. Resemblance in operation between multiplication and division on the 

Roman abacus and that of ancient China on the abacus ; 
d. Existence of the traces of calculation by, the system of reckoning by 5's, 

for instance, in the Roman numerals :-
(six) ...... VI, 5+1; (seven) ...... VII, (5+2); (eight) ...... VIII, 5+3; 
(four) ...... IV, 5-1 ; 

the present writer is of the opinion that the Chinese abacus either was imported 
from Rome, or is most closely connected with the Roman. 
4. Inference of the history of the abacus prior the middle part of the Ming 

period. 

The aba:cus which is inferred to havdJeen imported from Rome in the course 
of the trade between the two: countries, in the face of the feudal society, and in 
the face of the highly developed calculative art. The block-reckoning which 
was capable of calculating not only the simplest addition, subtraction, multiplica
tion, division, but also quadric, cubic, or even si~ultaneous equations,-the 
abacus, a low-grade calculative instrument which was capable of calculating the 
multiplication and division opernted ~y means of progressi~~· addition and sub
traction, deserved no notice on the part ~f the then .receivers: 

And probably this was the very reason why the common people more or 
less lacking the knowledge of calculation, came to use the abacus as a calculator 
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primarily for addition and subtraction, and secondarily for simpler multiplication 
and division. For this reason, therefore, in China the abacus did not come up 
into the foreground, but remained in obscurity. This accounts for the prolonged 
blank periods. 

With the development of economics, activities of the tradesman classes be
came the more lively. The abacus which they had for long periods cherished as 
a calculator among themselves, due to an accumulati~:m of causes such as oppor
tunities for the rise of practical mathematics the expansion of economic organiza
tions, the advance of block-calculation, etc., succeeded in introducing the Kuei
ch'u method and the Liu-t'ou-ch'eng method of the reckoning-block mathematics 
into its operations systematized the method of head-operation (rhymes for 5's and 
rhymes for IO's which in the Chiu-chang-hsiang-chu-pi-lei--suan-fa-ta-chuan n•~tttt sffi•~*~ are called Ch'i-wu-chueh jmnVc (Make-five~rhymes), P'o-wu-chlieh 
~nVc, (Cancel~five-rhymes), Ch'eng-shih-chueh nl<+Vc (Make-ten-rhymes), 
P'o-shih-chi.ieh 1i&l+~ (Cancel-ten-rhymes) and which are· explained, after the 

P'an-clzu-suan-f~ ~~-~' as Shang-fa J::~ (Addition method), and T'ui-fa ~~ 
(Subtruction method) and also called '_' chia-chien-chiu-chiu jJQ~}LjL (addition 
and subtraction rhymes), and, to assist understanding supplied illustratins on each 
page, and further, abolishing the numerical notations adopted by the block
mathematics books and the early abacus books~ which read I , II, Ill, 1111, 11111, 
T, Tr' 1iT, mr and adopting the system of numerals called An-ma Ett,~ numerals 
which read I, II, Ill, Y, 6~ _L, I, 1 

• 6 or sometimes written t and there-
by popularized itself among the common.; people. 

Abacus calculation became ~o simple and ha~dy that block-calculation could 
not rival and as it reached ·a high stage· at whith 'µlost advanced multiplication 
and division could be operated, the abacus, it would seem, suddenly began to 
display its excellency as a calculating instrument, and with one bound established 
its popularity as a favorite of the age. 

In spite of this fact, the tradesman classes unacquainted with the advanced 
Kuei-ch'u method or the Liu-t'ou ;rneth.od still, exercised multiplication and divi
sion availing themselves of the old-fashioned Chin-ch'an-t'o-ku-fa 3Ii:!lt¥Mt~~ 
method or the Erh-chi.i-shih-chi.ieh ~,f:iJtVc,· the writers of the abacus books 
had to include these methods as well in the course of describing the different 
methods of calculation. 
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Chapter VI 

CONCLUSION 

In the foregoing the present writer has investigated the several views as to the 
~dvent of the abacus with special reference to the methods of calculation ( espe
cially, division) and has expressed my criticism on these views in the respective 
sections. Speaking from the standpoint of calculation, as has been previously 
stated, I need not modify my view that the Chinese abacus was introduced from 
Rome. 

The Chinese Abacus 

The Japanese Abacus (19th Century) 

The J apariese Abacus (20th Century) 


